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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND   
  

1.1. Introduction 

 
This report is not a requirement of the contract or the TOR but has been prepared as a voluntary 
additional report by the SAFEGE consortia project team in order to benchmark and document the 
situation at commencement of the project. This report will provide an assessment of the current 
stage of progress and implementation on the key issues and topics included in the earlier TRACECA 
Regional Road Safety Action plan, as well as develop and enable the means for monitoring the 
progress of implementation of the Action Plan.  
 
The earlier EU funded TRACECA regional Road safety project developed a regional road safety action 
plan based on 6 sectors of activity and the individual countries were expected to adopt the overall 
structure and to commence implementing country specific action plans in compliance with the 
regional action plan.  None of the countries managed to do so but a few of them have made sporadic 
progress in a few of the sectors. It is therefore necessary to assess and document the current stage of 
implementation so that countries can be given appropriate targeted assistance to develop their 
country specific action plans. 
 
This report assesses the current stage of implementation in each of the key areas included within the 
earlier TRACECA regional road safety action plan. It should be noted that the project focus is primarily 
on institutional strengthening and capacity building and not in implementing specific safety 
interventions aimed at reducing deaths and injuries of particular road user groups. The project will 
focus on developing the capacity and systems to be able to do more effective road safety activity in 
the expectation (from experience on many similar projects ) that such capacity building will result in 
increased effectiveness of activities which will in turn eventually  result in lower deaths and injuries.  
 
1.2. The Structure and content of this report 

 After this initial introductory chapter, this report reviews the available crash data statistics to try to 

identify current trends in individual countries and across the region in order to define the scale, 

nature and characteristics of the road safety problem in the region.  Unfortunately crash data is still 

considered confidential in some countries so it has not always been possible to get as detailed or as 

complete data as the consultants would have wanted from each country but we have analyzed what 

data has been made available by the countries or has been acquired from other sources by the 

project team and this does provide some insights into the problems that need to be addressed. 

 

Chapter 3 then discusses how impact indicators developed by the project team, will be used to 

benchmark current activities and then be used during the project to monitor progress towards the 

desired outcomes. Chapters 4, 5 and 6 summarize the current state of implementation of the regional 

action plan and each sector in each country and make comparisons against the regional averages. 

Chapter 7 presents the main conclusions and suggests the way ahead.  

 

The main text of this report is supported by a number of Annexes, the first introducing the DEE 

technique to those who may be unfamiliar with its benefits and past applications. This is followed by 

an Annex showing the impact indicators, which will be used for each sector of activity and the 

remaining annexes, provide benchmarking on country-by-country bases for all 10 TRACECA countries. 
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2. ROAD SAFETY STATISTICS AND TRENDS IN TRACECA COUNTRIES  
 

2.1. Availability of statistical data on road crashes related to road crashes in TRACECA region  
 
Crash data in most of the TRACECA countries is considered confidential by the police and although 
basic tables of road crash statistics are made available to stakeholders on request, in most countries, 
the data is often not in a format or in sufficient detail to permit further independent, in depth 
analyses by the stakeholders. Only in a very few countries is the data available to the general public.   
 
The project team circulated a 1 page table to gather basic statistics and historic trends from the 
TRACECA countries  on police reported road crashes and casualties, registered vehicles and driver  
licenses issued  in recent years but despite 2 months  of waiting and several follow up requests, so far, 
only 6 countries have returned the form and  even then some of them provided only part of the 
information requested. The team have therefore used the basic information returned to date try and 
show trends in some countries of the region. In addition, the team have identified published 
information and research on the region from other sources to try to provide an overview of the 
statistics, trends and   road users most frequently involved as casualties.  
 
This is the best information available to date and when more data is eventually acquired further 
analyses will be presented in a future report.  
 
2.2. Recent trends in vehicles and road deaths  
 
Data on vehicle fleets was only available for 3 countries but as figure 2.2.1. shows they all exhibit 
similar trends of significant growth in recent years. In Kazakhstan, the vehicle fleet was increasing up 
to 2007 then dropped before increasing again to give an increase of 95% over the last 9 years, in 
Tajikistan the vehicle fleet increased by 85% over the same period and in Kyrgyzstan it has increased 
by 263% over the last 9 years.  
 
Figure 2.2.1: Recent trends in vehicle fleet growth in some TRACECA countries (2005-2013) 
 

 
 
In all 3 countries these significant increases in vehicles will have resulted in increased congestion and 
safety problems and placed additional pressures on the road network, junctions and control devices - 
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many of which will never have been designed to cope with such  higher volumes of traffic now using 
them. Such significant increases also cause problems for the agencies such as traffic police, road 
engineers etc. entrusted with ensuring safe and efficient traffic on the road networks as their budgets 
or manpower resources will not have increased in line with the growth of the resulting problems.    
     
Police reported crashes and casualties in every country will generally always under report the true 
number of crashes and casualties as police can only ever record what is reported to them (e.g. if 
someone has a single vehicle crash and perhaps had been drinking, he may choose not to report the 
crash or any injury to the police so that crash and injury will never appear in the police records). In 
addition, the differing definitions used in different countries require corrections/ adjustments to be 
made to the police reported data on road deaths before international comparisons can be made. (This 
will be discussed in a later part of this chapter). A general impression of trends can however be gained 
by just looking at the police reported deaths in  each country. Such  basic  data was obtained from 6 
TRACECA countries and is presented  as received (i.e. uncorrected )  in figure 2.2.2.  
 
Figure 2.2.2: Recent trends in Police Reported Road Deaths in some TRACECA countries (2004-2013)

 

Figure 2.2.2. shows that road deaths  were increasing in all 6 TRACECA countries for which data is 
available  until 2007 but then started reducing  year by year in all countries during the period  2007 
and 2010. Unfortunately since 2010 road deaths again appear have been increasing in 5 out of the 6  
countries and during the most recent 3 years 2011 -2013 the increases have been in Kyrgyzstan 
(+23%) , Tajikistan (+15%), Kazakhstan (+9%), Azerbaijan (+ 25%), Armenia (+8%).  Only Moldova 
seems to have gone against the general trend and improved road safety during these 3 years (- 33%) 
with the whole of this reduction (-33%) occurring in the one year between 2012 and 2013. 
 
The general trends seem fairly consistent with all countries experiencing increases in their vehicle 
fleets, having increasing road deaths up until 2007, then reductions in road deaths during the period 
2007 until 2010 and then increasing road deaths again between the periods 2011-2013. From the 
countries providing data so far, only Moldova seems to have managed to reduce its road deaths 
during this period and especially between 2012 and 2013 by a very laudable 33%. There may be 
lessons to be learned for the other TRACECA countries for the activities and interventions that 
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Moldova has been implementing during that year and such expertise will be shared via the workshops 
being planned within the project.   

2.3. Scale, nature and characteristics of the problem 

In order to make international comparisons of crash data,  it is necessary to correct for differing 
definitions used in different countries and also to make corrections  to reflect under reporting . Under 
reporting occurs in all countries, to a greater or lesser extent in police reported road deaths. Such 
corrections and adjustments for under reporting are made based on the degree of development of 
medical facilities, numbers of medical and nursing staff, other health related factors and statistics etc. 
to give an estimate of the probable road deaths  likely to be occurring in each country.  As part of the 
UN Decade of Road Safety, WHO has been making such estimates for all 179 countries and publishing 
a document1  every 2 years giving comparable data that can be used to compare countries. The last 
such report was published in 2013 and contains estimates of the data for the year 2010. The next 
report is due to be published in 2015 and will have corrected data for the year 2013.   

Since  publication of the most recent t WHO global status report in 2013, some further research has 
been funded by the World bank2 and this was  based on a wider sample of data  and provides even 
more accurate  estimates of the numbers of deaths and injuries in each country of the world . The 
results for the TRACECA countries in that report are presented in table 2.3.1. overleaf. This shows that 
the police in the 10 beneficiary countries of the region reported a total of 16,142 deaths in 2010 but 

the region is estimated to have actually suffered a total of around 21500 road deaths, 161,000, 
hospitalizing injuries and nearly 1,211,000 non-hospitalizing injuries.  

Road deaths and disabilities can have a devastating social impact on the victims and their families and 
can cause  severe financial difficulties for the families of those killed or injured – especially if they 
were the wage earners of the family.  Such large numbers of deaths and injuries are also undoubtedly 
a drain upon the medical and financial resources and can cost  countries 3-4 %  of annual GDP.  Action 
can and should be taken to reduce death and injury on the roads. 

Table 2.3.1. presents summary information for the 10 TRACECA countries showing the estimated 
deaths and injuries in 2010 and the fatality rates /100,000 population.  it can be seen that drivers 
(including car occupants) are most exposed road user group concerning road fatalities (53 %) in 10 
TRACECA countries. After that, pedestrians are highly exposed (34 %) of total road deaths. This data 
offers insights into  the  major  areas for  possible  interventions in TRACECA countries which are 
covered by Regional Road Safety Action Plan  

Whereas the  road safety situation the TRACECA  countries remains  a serious problem, there is 

considerable evidence from some of former soviet countries that significant improvements can be 

made in road safety if there is sufficient government commitment and if suitable proven, targeted 

interventions are implemented to improve road safety 

1  Global status of road safety report, WHO, Geneva, 2013   
2 Transport for Health: The global burden of disease from motorised  road transport, Institute  for health 

metrics and evaluation and The World Bank, Washington, 2014  
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The last column in Table 2.3.1. shows deaths per 100,000 inhabitants and  shows that the risks  of road death are highest  in Kazakhstan   (  at  25 
deaths/100,000 population ), Kyrgyzstan  ( 22 deaths per 100,000 population and  Ukraine ( 18 deaths per 100,000 population ). This table shows the 
countries, which can and should do more reduce risks of dying in road accidents.  

From the foregoing it is clear that the situation in many TRACECA countries has been deteriorating in recent years and that the risk of death or injury in the 
region is significantly higher than it is in the EU countries. One encouraging factor that TRACECA countries need to note is that increasing deaths and 
injuries are not necessarily inevitable and that action can be taken to improve the situation  even if a country does not  have EU systems and government 
structures in place . Table 2.3.2. overleaf shows that such improvements are possible and can deliver results even in countries which had similar  systems 
and structures to those which still exist in some TRACECA countries . 

Table 2.3.1: Estimated deaths and injuries in TRACECA countries 

Country 

Deaths 
officially 
reported 
by Police 

GBD estimates,  2010 Deaths by road user group Deaths per 
100,000 

population Deaths Hospitalized 
injuries 

Non 
Hospitalized 

 injuries 
Pedestrians Bicyclists 

Motorcycle  
Riders 

Drivers + Vehicle 
Occupants Other 

Number % age  Number % age  Number % age  Number  % age  Number % age  

Armenia 285 474 4,230 30,950 161 34 18 4 14 3 265 56 14 3 15 

Azerbaijan 1,202 882 13,728 97,806 238 27 35 4 26 3 546 62 35 4 10 

Georgia 685 515 5,320 38,373 46 9 20 4 20 4 417 81 10 2 12 

Moldova 452 534 5,660 41,007 154 29 37 7 53 10 240 45 48 9 15 

Kazakhstan 3,379 3,965 19,011 151,016. 1,030 26 158 4 158 4 2,537 64 79 2 25 

Kyrgyzstan 850 1,161 7,089 54,392 301 26 69 6 81 7 661 57 46 4 22 

Tajikistan 442 619 9,690 68,664 123 20 30 5 24. 4 408 66 31 5 9 

Turkmenistan n/a 704 7,197 52,410 161 23 28 4 28 4 471 67 21 3 14 

Ukraine 6,116 8,007 49,729 381,513 2,962 37 560 7 400 5 3,763 47 400 5 18 

Uzbekistan 2,731 4,683 39,414 294,804 2,341 50 140 3 46 1 2,013 43 94 2 17 

Total: 16,142 21,544 161,068 1,210,935 7,523 34 1,101 5 855 4 11326 53 780 4 
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Table 2.3.2. shows the very successful safety programmes implemented in several ex-Soviet countries 

over the last decade and which have significantly reduced the road deaths and fatality rates in those 

countries.  Consequently, if it can be done in those ex-Soviet countries there is no reason why the 

similar reductions could not be achieved in the TRACECA countries, many of which also have ex-Soviet 

systems in place.  It also interesting to note the EU despite already having  systematically reduced 

deaths each decade for the last 40 years and having already  done all the easy things ,was still able to  

reduce its deaths by a further 44% over the decade 2001-2010 .  

Table 2.3.2. Safety changes in EU and in some Former Soviet Union Countries 2001-2011 

Country 
Road deaths %Change 

2001-2011 

Deaths /100.000 

population  

2001 2011 2001 2011 

Bulgaria 1011 755 -34.9 12.4 8.9 

Czech Republic 1334 802 -47.0 13.0 6.7 

Estonia 199 101 -49.2 14.6 7.5 

Hungary 1239 638 -48.5 12.1 6.4 

Latvia 558 179 -67.9 23.6 8.0 

Lithuania 706 297 -57.9 20.2 9.2 

Poland 5534 4189 -24.3 14.5 11.0 

Romania 2461 2018 -18.0 10.9 9.4 

Slovakia 814 324 -47.2 11.6 6.0 

Slovenia 278 141 -49.2 14.0 6.9 

European Union (EU) 54302 30108 -44.6 11.3 6.0 

Figure 2.3.1. below  shows that all of TRACECA countries have higher numbers of deaths per 

100,000 populations than the  ex. Soviet countries which have joined the EU and have implemented  

the proven  safety interventions and systems  that has made the EU a world leader in road safety . 

There is much that can be learned from  the experiences of the countries who have successfully 

improved road safety and many of these systems ,techniques  and capacity building initiatives  will 

be introduced to the region  once the individual road safety action plans are developed and 

implemented  with the assistance of the TRACECA road safety project team  
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Figure 2.3.1 above shows the deaths /100,000 population for the ex-soviet countries who have 

taken appropriate action and implemented effective comprehensive safety action plans and the 

TRACECA countries who are still at an earlier stage of road safety development. In almost all cases, 

the death rates in the TRACECA countries are higher than in these other countries. In comparison 

to the EU average rates , the rates in some TRACECA  countries ( Kazakhstan , Kyrgyzstan , 

Ukraine ) the rates are between 3-4 times as high as the EU average so there is considerable scope 

for improvement 

In order to understand better how to improved road safety in the region it is necessary to 

understand the road user groups who are most frequently killed or injured in road crashes. Figure 

2.3.2 overleaf   shows the percentage of road users from each road user group who are killed across 

in each country. It can be seen that drivers are the most frequent group killed but that very large 

numbers of vulnerable road users are also killed and that most of that road user group are 

pedestrians  

Pedestrians have been given inadequate consideration in road design in the past in region and this is 

an area that requires significant and urgent attention in future years  
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Figure 2.3.2:  Percentage deaths by Road User Group by Country in 2010 

Figure 2.3.2  shows that drivers and pedestrians are the main victim groups in every country. And 
figure 2.3.3 overleaf shows the aggregated data for the 10 beneficiaries countries across the 
TRACECA region Overall  of those killed , Drivers  constitute the biggest group ( 52 %)   followed by 
pedestrians ( 35 % ) Bicyclists and Motorcyclists comprise 5% and 4% respectively  
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Figure 2.3.4 below shows the percentage of vulnerable road users  killed in each country and 
Vulnerable road users (mostly pedestrians, bicyclists and motorcycle riders) are most exposed in 
Uzbekistan (54%), Ukraine (49) and Moldova (46%). 

Figure 2.3.4 Percentage of Vulnerable Road User Death by country 

Understanding of the most exposed road user groups will enable choosing of right counter measures 
for improvement of road safety.  Adequate implementation of country specific road safety Action 
Plans will enable each TRACECA country to undertake systematic improvement of their road safety 
situation. it can be seen that in almost all of TRACECA countries (except Moldova, Uzbekistan and 
Ukraine) drivers (including car occupants) are most exposed road user group with % age higher than 
50 %. Highest % age of drivers and car occupants are in Georgia (81%)and Tajikistan and Turkmenistan 
with 66%.  Pedestrians present the  most exposed road user group in Uzbekistan 51%. Pedestrians are 
also highly exposed also in Ukraine 37% and Armenia 34%.  
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3 BENCHMARKING AND MONITORING INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT   
 
 3.1 Regional road safety Action Plan: Structure, content and focus  

 

The TRACECA Regional road safety action plan developed under an earlier EU funded regional project 

identified 6 sectors of activity based broadly on the UN Decade of Action, as follows:  

 
1.  Institutional issues  
2.  Safer Infrastructure  
3.  Safer Vehicles 
4.  Safer road users  
5.  Emergency Medical services  
6.  Changing Attitudes  
 

This regional plan was endorsed by all 10 beneficiary countries and has been accepted as the agreed 
regional road safety action plan. Individual countries had been expected to adapt the regional plan to 
prepare country specific action plans but, in practice, this has not happened and countries have only made 
sporadic progress and only some of the sectors of the Action Plan.  
 
In order to assist TRACECA countries, the EU has therefore initiated two further projects, one, being 
undertaken by a consortium led by Safege will focus on the first three items of the regional action plan 
(items 1-3 in above list) and a second parallel project being undertaken by a consortium led by GRSP will 
focus on the remaining three items (items 4-6 above). Each project will endeavour to assist the beneficiary 
countries to start implementing the actions recommended in the regional action plan. 
The two project teams have agreed to work closely together to provide a holistic approach to safety in each 
country and to enable development of single comprehensive action plans covering all 6 sectors.  
They have also agreed to uses a common set of impact indicators to benchmark activities at 
commencement and to monitor progress in institution building and developmental impact as the projects 
are implemented.  
 
 3.2 DEE Frameworks and application for benchmarking and monitoring   

 

The Consultant was requested by EU to pay particular attention to impact monitoring and   evaluation so 
that the project can be shown to have had an impact in development terms. Apart from the normal project 
monitoring to ensure all activities are undertaken to the time frame and budget agreed, there is a need to 
show that real developmental impact has occurred by the end of the project.  
 
In order to achieve this in the most effective way possible , this project will be monitored using the DEE 
Technique and software3 which is specifically designed to enable  complex projects, plans, organizations 
etc. to be broken down into smaller and smaller units and described in terms of impact indicators related to 
desired outcomes. If all these individual impact indicators are all satisfactorily achieved, it gives confidence 
that the expected outcome as a whole is likely to have been achieved. For those unfamiliar with the DEE 
Technique and its areas of application, Annex A provides a more detailed description of the technique and 
where it has been successfully used in the past.  
 
For convenience,  completeness,  to maintain the holistic approach and to present a “snapshot “ of the 
situation now, the proposed  monitoring system will be  also be used to benchmark all 6 Components of 
this Project  as at project commencement in terms of progress at that point in time towards developmental 
impact. The results of these benchmarking assessments are presented in the main text of this report and in 
its various annexes.  

                                                           
3 See www.dee-global.com    or     www.dee-software.com . 

http://www.dee-global.com/
http://www.dee-software.com/
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It should be noted that these are preliminary assessments of current status based on the information 
provided by the limited number of specialists consulted and the documents collected in each country. The 
assessments will be reviewed in more detail and adjusted if necessary, during the national action planning 
workshops where all key experts from the country will be present. These current assessments provide an 
initial overview of road safety and needs in each sector in each country. 
 
 3.3 Impact Indicators for assessing Institutional development  
 
If, for example, we have as an output a “road safety coordination body” to be established by the project 
end, how can we prove that adequate institutional development has occurred and that an effective 
coordination body exists?  This can be done by identifying a number of easy to verify “impact indicators” 
that, if all are achieved, would give reasonable confidence that that coordination body exists and that it is 
fulfilling its designated function effectively. For example we could ask. 
 

1 Is there legal basis for the coordination body?    
2 Are all key stakeholders represented (government, private sector and NGOs?) 
3 Does it have a high-ranking chairman with Political muscle? 
4 Does it meet regularly and make decisions about road safety? 
5 Is there a permanent Secretariat that can follow up its decisions / agreements? 
6 Is the permanent Secretariat staffing adequate for the job they do have to do? 
7 Are the secretariats trained / qualified for the work they need to do? 
8 Does the secretariat have sufficient funds equipment, resources for their work? 
9 Is there sustainable funding available for activities / decisions made by coordinating body? 
10 Is there evidence that coordination body decisions are being implemented? 

 
These are all very easy to answer and verify, and can be answered either “yes” or “no”. If the answers are 
all “yes” and fully achieved or required item is there and functioning as desired ,  then the item  can be 
assumed to be  achieved 100% and it would be reasonable to assume that the coordinating body has all the 
elements needed to fulfil its duties and functions . If however some of the answers are “no” and that the 
impact indicator is not achieved fully, or does not  yet exist, then one can make an assessment of whether 
we are just 10 % towards having that item in place or 90%.  This can be carried out for each impact 
indicator and a weighting is placed, on each indicator to reflect relative importance to get a reasonable 
assessment of progress. Towards the eventual likely impact / effectiveness of that coordinating body and 
the areas of deficiency, if any.  

 
The skill in applying this technique lies in selecting sufficient indicators to give confidence but not so many 
that it becomes too onerous a task to assess them all. However, because the indicators are selected and 
designed to be easy to verify, even 10 impact indicators for each item are easily manageable. The project 
team have developed a number of the most relevant “impact indicators” for each of the items that need to 
be delivered if the Action plan is to be successfully implemented. These (see Annex B) can be used to 
Benchmark where each country is at the commencement of the project and used again during 
implementation to assess progress towards the eventual desired situation of 100% achievement of each 
indicator. The progress reports will therefore report not only on project related progress but also on 
progress in achieving the institutional impacts that we would like to see by the project end.  
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4. CURRENT STATUS OF ACTION PLAN IMPLEMENTATION BY COUNTRY   
  

This chapter presents the current status of Action plan implementation in each country. The first chart 4.1 
shows the current status of implementation of the overall action plan for all 10 countries. The charts 4.2- 
4.7 show the status of implementation for each of the 6 sectors by country. These 7 charts give an overview 
of the current status of implementation and it is seen that even in the countries that have implemented 
most, only around 30 % or so of the desired outcomes are as yet in place .Hence considerable further work 
is required in all countries to increase the degree of implementation.  
 
The following spider charts show the current status of achievement in each country as a percentage 
towards the desired status of full implementation. These percentage scores are based on the amalgamated 
achievement scores of the various impact indicators. The score for each country is connected by the black 
line to give an overview of the picture across the 10 TRACECA countries.  
 

 
4.1 Road safety action plan  

Most of the countries are at 30 -40 % towards the desired level of 
implementation and some (e.g.  Kyrgyzstan and Turkmenistan) are still 
only at around 10-20% of the way towards implementation. 
Considerable effort will need to be applied to move these countries 
forward.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.2 Institutional improvements 
In this sector, Kazakhstan and Georgia appear to be the furthest ahead 
and are both at around 50% of the way towards completion. The 
others are at around 30-40% of the way there but Turkmenistan and 
especially Kyrgyzstan at 10-15% again appear to lag far behind the 
other countries in the Region. Once the specific areas of strength are 
identified in Kazakhstan and Georgia where they have been 
particularly successful in implementation, they could be used as 
potential role models for the others in this sector.   
 
 

 

 

4.3 Safe Road Infrastructure 

In this sector all countries are in need of improvement and  Kyrgyzstan, 
Armenia and Moldova ( all at around 30-40%) appear to be the furthers 
ahead while Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan appear to be the 
furthest behind. This is surprising as Kazakhstan in other respects is 
considered amongst the stronger countries in the region in respect to 
safety engineering. The scores need to be rechecked with local experts.  
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4.4 Safer Vehicles and Standards  

In this sector Moldova (at around 90%) seems way ahead of the others 
who are at 60-70%. Those lagging behind in this sector are 
Turkmenistan and Kyrgyzstan who are both at around 10 % and 
Ukraine, which is at around 20%. In this sector, Moldova could be the 
role model for others to follow.                                     

 
 4.5 Safer Road Users  

In this sector, a number of countries are at around 50% but 
Kazakhstan appears to be doing less well than its neighbours and is 
reported to have very little activity going on in this sector.  
Uzbekistan is also only at around 20-30% so will need additional 
attention in this area  Data will need to be rechecked and local 
specialists consulted during the workshops to verify if this is accurate.    
 

 
 
 
4.6 Emergency Medical Services 

This sector plays a crucial role in minimizing deaths once a crash has 
occurred. From  the data received, Kazakhstan appears to be by far the 
furthest ahead in this sector with an overall score of 80% .Apart from 
Georgia which is at around 50% most of the other countries are at 
around 20-30% . Consequently, Kazakhstan is a potential role model 
for this sector.   

  

4.7 Changing attitudes 

This sector is very under developed in all 10 countries with only   
Georgia and Armenia showing progress of around 30%. All other 
countries display progress of only around 10 %.  
 
All countries will need strengthening in this area and there      appear 
to be no role models that can be used from the region. 
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5. COMPARISONS OF COUNTRIES AND REGIONAL AVERAGES BY SECTOR OF 

REGIONAL ACTION PLAN    
 
This chapter presents status of achievement of each sector within each country (black line) and provides a 
comparison for each sector against the regional average across 10 countries (white line) for that sector. 
  
The results are given individually for each of the 10 countries.  

                     

   
   5.2 Azerbaijan  

Progress in Azerbaijan in each sector is almost exactly the                 
same as the regional average except that Azerbaijan is slightly 
ahead in safer vehicles having reached around 65% when the 
regional average is only 40%. In common with the rest of the 
region it has made little progress in changing attitudes sector.   

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

5.3 Georgia  

Georgia is slightly ahead of the regional average in 5  
Out of the 6 sectors and only slightly behind in the 6th (safe 
infrastructure) where progress is only around 10%. In most sectors 
progress is between 40-50%. Although much remains to be done, 
Georgia is clearly ahead of the other countries in several areas 
and as such may be a useful role model for some countries as t 
may have expertise and experiences worth sharing with its 
neighbouring countries.   

  
 

 

 

5.1 Armenia  

Armenia ( black line ) is broadly similar to the average of the all 
TRACECA  countries ( white line ) for all sectors but is slightly 
above average for safer road users, safer infrastructure and 
changing attitudes. There is still a lot to do as progress in each 
sector is only 30-40% in most cases and only 50% on safer road 
users.  
 
Armenia may have expertise to share on safer road users as it 
seems to be ahead of the other countries in that sector.  
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5.5 Kyrgyzstan  

Kyrgyzstan is consistent with the regional average in 3 sectors 

(changing attitudes, emergency services, safer road users), 

significantly behind the average in 2 sectors (institutional 

improvement and safe vehicles) and will need considerable assistance 

in these two sectors to reach average levels. They are however, 

slightly ahead in safer infrastructure. 

 

  

 

5.6 Moldova  

Moldova is similar to but slightly ahead of the regional average in  3 

sectors ( institutional, Changing attitudes, safer road users) and ahead 

in 2 sectors ( emergency medical services and safer infrastructure ) 

but very significantly ahead in 1 sector (Safer vehicles) where it has a 

score of 90% . This s obviously a sector where Moldova could be a role 

model and share its experience and expertise with other TRACECA 

countries.   

 

 

5.7 Tajikistan  

Tajikistan is similar to the regional average on 4 sectors ( emergency 

medical services , safer road users institutional improvements and 

safer infrastructure) .It is slightly behind in changing attitudes but well 

ahead of the average in safer vehicles. 

Safer vehicles might be a potential sector for Tajikistan to be a role 

model as it is well ahead of the regional average   

 

 

 

5.4 Kazakhstan (to be checked further - score for infrastructure seems 

too low) 

Kazakhstan is above average in 3 sectors safe vehicles, emergency 

services and institutional improvements but well below average in the 

other 3 sectors so will need considerable assistance in those 3 sectors. 

It appears to have made particularly good progress in Emergency 

medical services and shows progress of 80% in that sector. This may be 

a sector where Kazakhstan could be a role model for the other 

countries in the region.  
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5.8 Turkmenistan  

Turkmenistan is similar to but slightly behind the regional average in 

institutional improvements and slightly ahead of the average in safe 

road users. It is significantly below the average in changing attitudes, 

emergency medical services, safer vehicles and safer infrastructure 

and will need significant assistance in these areas as it is far behind 

the regional averages for these sectors.  

 

5.9 Ukraine  

Ukraine is consistent with regional average in 5 sectors but 

significantly behind in 1 sector (safer vehicles). In common with the 

rest of the region, it has made little progress on changing behaviour 

sector so considerable support and assistance will be needed in these 

two sectors. Most other sectors are only at around 40% so there is 

considerable work to be done to strengthen each sector.   

 

 

  

5.10 Uzbekistan  

Uzbekistan is behind the regional averages in every sector and 

particularly far behind in safer vehicles, safer infrastructure and 

emergency medical services. Considerable support and assistance will 

be needed in all areas of activity and particularly in the sectors where 

progress is behind the regional average.  
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND THE WAY AHEAD            

 6.1 Conclusions 
 
The analyses of available crash statistics to identify recent trends and characteristics of the road safety 
problem in the region are based on the limited statistical data that was available to the project team via 
requests to the individual countries. Unfortunately crash data is still (wrongly ) considered by police  to be 
confidential in  most of the TRACECA countries and although tables of  statistics are in some countries, 
made available to stakeholders on request, such  data is not generally available in a format that facilitates 
further in depth analyses by such stakeholders. The project team have  gathered some basic data  from 
each country and extracted what is available in various published sources  in order to  do what limited 
analyses was possible with the data available. This has identified trends and the road users at most risk in 
the region. It is expected that as the project proceeds, the team will get more access to the crash data and, 
if so, further more detailed analyses of the statistical data will be presented in a future document.  
 
The DEE software has been used to analyse current progress on the impact indicators to give an overview 
of progress to date towards the desired outcomes that will deliver the institutional strengthening and 
capacity building which is the primary focus of the regional road safety action plan. Apart from providing an 
overview of the overall progress in  each country in relation to the 6 sectors of the road safety action plan, 
such  analyses allows the strengths and weakness of each country to be identified and comparisons to be 
made against the regional averages for each item so that the potential areas for assistance can be pin 
pointed. This also allows identification of the countries that are well above the average in particular sectors 
so that they can be asked to give presentations at workshops to share their experiences and to provide 
insights into how they achieved their success. They can become role models for neighbouring countries in 
the sectors in which they excel. The method for benchmarking (DEE) can be used for monitoring of the 
project impacts in each  sector. 
               
 6.2 The Way Ahead    

Impact indicators have been devised for each sector (see Annex B) and these are related to the desired 
situation that should prevail if the action plan is fully and successfully implemented. Although every effort 
will be made during year 2 of the project to assist the individual countries to implement improvements and 
to build capacity in line with the country specific action plan, it is likely that not all will be capable of 
implementation within the timescale of the current project. However there should be clear evidence that 
progress has been made in a number of areas in comparison to the situation at commencement as 
recorded in this benchmarking report.  
 
The two parallel EU funded TRACECA projects (each addressing 3 sectors) will between them cover all 
aspects of the regional road safety action plan. The two consortia implementing the parallel projects have 
agreed to collaborate closely to ensure that that the countries develop a holistic comprehensive action 
plans covering all 6 sectors of the regional action plan. To ensure progress in all sectors the two consortia 
have agreed to use the impact indicators for benchmarking all 6 sectors and to use those for the periodic 
monitoring of implementation as the project proceed.  
 
This will provide an assessment of progress within each country and in the region as a whole towards the 
desired institutional strengthening and capacity building that is the focus of the regional road safety action 
plan.  The 6 monthly project progress reports will include an assessment of progress towards the 
developmental impact and outcomes.   

END    
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ANNEXES A-L 

 

Annex A: The DEE Technique and its applications   

Annex B: Impact indicators of institutional development and outcomes delivery  

Annex C: Armenia: current progress based on impact indicators   
   

Annex D: Azerbaijan: current progress based on impact indicators   
 

Annex E: Georgia: current progress based on impact indicators   
  

Annex F: Kazakhstan: current progress based on impact indicators   
 

Annex G: Kyrgyzstan: current progress based on impact indicators   
 

Annex H: Moldova: current progress based on impact indicators   
 

Annex I: Tajikistan: current progress based on impact indicators   
 

Annex J: Turkmenistan: current progress based on impact indicators   
 

Annex K: Ukraine: current progress based on impact indicators   
 

Annex L: Uzbekistan: current progress based on impact indicators   
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ANNEX A 

  

The DEE Technique 

Performance Management System for the Public Sector to 
deliver desired outcomes and impacts   

     

Managing for development results and achievement of desired impacts and outcomes: 
 
Implementation of complex  Development focused Action Plans, programmes and projects is always subject 
to risk and there are numerous examples of such Action Plans and projects suffering excessive delays or 
performance failures despite multimillion dollar expenditure. Such projects attract adverse publicity and 
comment and are a waste of scarce resources. It is therefore important to minimize such risks wherever 
possible and to take steps to ensure not only that the Action Plan or project is completed on time but that 
it also delivers the developmental impacts and outcomes that it is supposed to.   
 

This is not easy but based on practical experience of implementing public sector and aid funded 
programmes around the world, a unique tool has been devised to assist International Funding Institutions 
in this task. This enables impact assessment to be done during implementation rather than waiting until 
project end - by which time it may be too late to take remedial action. This tool, “The DEE Technique” can 
ensure not only that implementation is kept on track according to schedule but that the underlying 
objectives of the strategy, plan or project (as defined by agreed impacts and outcomes) or are being 
achieved.  
 

What is the DEE Technique? 

 

DEE Technique is an aid to the design, monitoring and evaluation of projects, programmes & Action Plans, 
benchmarking of good practice and assessing the effectiveness of organizations. It is particularly 
appropriate for assessing performance, benchmarking and monitoring Action Plans and development aid 
projects in developing countries and is particularly useful for application by public sector organizations such  
as Central and Local Government Authorities, Aid agencies, Development Banks , Local Education 
Authorities, Health Authorities,  etc. 
 
the technique and software has been used the world and it has been successfully applied to projects and 
Action Plans of public sector organizations ranging from County Councils and Central Government 
Departments to aid funded projects of major international funding agencies such as the World Bank and the 
Asian Development Bank.  The Technique and software have been recently updated, extended and adapted 
to provide additional features. Typical graphical outputs from the supporting software tool are shown below 
and typical applications and clients are listed overleaf. 
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   Spider chart comparison              Action Plan implementation             Snapshot Benchmarking  

 

DEE provides a powerful aid for managers, particularly in public or service sectors and especially in 
development agencies where performance and effectiveness assessment is often very difficult.  It is flexible 
enough to be applied to sectors and situations where outputs are difficult to define and measure through 
conventional monitoring techniques.  It is specifically designed to avoid overloading managers with excessive 
detail and enables them to focus instead on strategic management of the implementation process and the 
areas needing their most urgent attention.  DEE provides a systematic framework for implementation and 
clear and concise management graphs for monitoring and reporting progress.  It can be used for sensitivity 
analyses and ‘what if’ assessments to prepare better plans and implementation schedules.  The software is 
very user friendly and can be operated in various languages as required. 
  
In a typical application, DEE monitoring frameworks are devised in consultation with the client organization 
via a workshop covering all the technical sectors to be monitored, assessed or benchmarked.  Each DEE 
framework provides a systematic means of monitoring progress towards agreed objectives, outcomes and 
impacts.  Frameworks can also include allocated responsibility within different sections or regional offices 
of an organization such that each part of the organization knows exactly what needs to be done in its 
specific area of responsibility. This provides a shared vision for all partners, clear focus and direction for all 
implementation staff, the client organization and the funding agency and allows performance monitoring of 
both technical and organizational aspects of the plan or project.  
 

Monitoring via DEE indicators avoids swamping managers with unnecessary detail and permits more 
effective strategic management by focusing only on those areas showing variance from the planned or 
expected schedule.  Managers can quickly track through the framework horizontally (for technical issues) or 
vertically (for organizational issues) to get early warning of potential delays or problems.  This allows more 
effective, proactive management and intervention during implementation of projects and Action Plans and 
permits managers to identify and resolve problems quickly whether arising from technical or organizational 
underperformance. It provides very effective monitoring while minimizing resource requirements.  
 

The DEE Technique and software can also be used for benchmarking or assessing compliance against  
international, national or other ‘desired standards’ in order to provide Snapshot Assessments and 
comparisons .The figures below show its use on an ADB Funded regional  project to benchmark training 
capacity  in 16  Asia-Pacific countries. This not only allowed strengths and weaknesses to be highlighted but 
enabled the individual countries to be compared against the average score of groups of similar countries and 
the causes of variance in performance to be identified. The same approach could be used to compare and 
contrast act- readiness, governance, institutional capacity etc. of countries. Applications for UN Agencies 
include one application for the United Nations ESCAP for assessment of private sector investment readiness 
for ESCAP member countries and another for the UN International Atomic energy agency (IAEA) was a 
framework to assess readiness of countries to develop atomic energy.     
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Comparison of Sectors and     Snapshot of organizational     Comparison with group average  
Sub sectors      Structures       to identify causes of variance   
With recent updates and enhancements, the DEE Performance Management System can now be applied in a 
number of additional areas including 
 
Benchmarking /Auditing:  Comparison of countries or organizations against a template of “desired “   
practice or activity  egg good governance, women in Development , Environment , social justice, E  
readiness  assessments , private sector investment readiness etc.    
 
Strategies, Action Plans and Project monitoring: Projects, programmes and Action Plans funded by 
development agencies and Development banks can be systematically monitored to ensure impact  
 
Implementation of Strategies and Policies in government ministries and local authorities: 
Strategies, programmes and projects by central and local governments  
 
Portfolio Management where a number of projects/initiatives need to be managed/ monitored together: 
Cross country programmes, cross sector programmes, Research programmes  
 
Unified Performance Management System (UPMS) formalization of Father/Son templates into an 
integrated solution linking overall objectives to initiatives and services across multiple delivery agencies. 
and /or departments  
   
The Private Sector: Corporate/Social Responsibility. 
 
The above are only a few of the areas where DEE Performance Management system could be used and it 
can be applied to these and many other areas of Public Sector activity.  
 

        

Snapshot of Investors in  Status of safety audit in local         Snapshot of training policy and   

People in 10 Police forces             Government                                      strategy in police forces   
 

Typical previous and current applications of The DEE Technique range from snapshot assessments to 

implementation of major Acton Plans, programmes and projects by governments and international 

development agencies around the world.  These include  

 Benchmarking of  3 municipalities against the UN Decade of Action plan , Republic of Srpska  

 Assessment of a roads authority compliance with ISO39001 standards , Serbia for EBRD  
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  Benchmarking of 10 Municipalities against UN Decade action plan , Serbia   

 Performance Monitoring systems for National Action plans for 10 ASEAN  countries 

 UK Police Best Value Training review (43 Forces) for UK Home office /ACPO/APA  

 Benchmarking template for Private sector investment readiness assessment  for ESCAP 

 Benchmarking template for assessing readiness of countries for Atomic energy development  

 National road safety plan in New Zealand 

 Public Health project in Egypt 

 Water supply projects in Kenya & Nepal 

 Road rehabilitation projects in Nepal & Fiji 

 Snapshot analyses of 11 sectors and training needs in 16 countries of Asia/Pacific  for ADB 

 Rural integrated development project in Nicaragua 

 Forestry master plan in Nepal 

 National road safety projects in Kenya, Ghana, Fiji, Peru ,Vietnam and Armenia 

 Bypass Demonstration Project (6 towns) for the UK DoT 

 Development and monitoring of Countywide plans in the UK 

 Safer Cities Project in Gloucester 
 

The above are only a sample of the applications and sectors where the DEE technique has been applied  

                    

Bypass impacts monitoring: Overall Action          Comparing contribution from each of the 6                                                                                      
Plan for 6 towns            towns to streetscape improvements  

 

Full testimonials from previous users are available on request.  Extracts from DEE users are given below: 

1. “I have been impressed with the way DEE has enabled us to address the complex process of 
developing benchmarks from our internal BV Review of Police Training that we can apply to individual 
forces to assess their state of readiness for change…  By working through the DEE process we were 
able to amend our original frameworks such that we are likely to reduce resistance from those forces 
unused to public inspection and comparison…”  Keith Brimacombe , Project Manager, National 
Project for Best Value in Police Training 

2. "As a user of the software, I would recommend the DEE software to potential users because it is user 
friendly, provides a clear picture of every aspect of the project and is genuinely a useful management 
tool.  For all future projects in which I am involved, the DEE technique software would be my 
monitoring program of choice…"  Norman Thompson, Senior Engineer, Public Works Department, 
Fiji  

3. "DEE has provided early warning of problems and its summary management graphs have kept all 
government ministries and other stakeholders fully informed about progress at all times.  DEE is a 
very effective strategic management tool.  We are so pleased with DEE technique and software, that 
we are using it to monitor the proposed follow-on 5 year Action plans for the next phase of 
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development…."  Chandra Shekher, Executive Director of National Road Safety Council, Fiji 
4. "We have been impressed with the ease of use and effectiveness of the DEE software in permitting 

effective strategic management on a recently completed US$110M road project and related road 
safety plan…  The proactive management has resulted in exceptional success in terms of projects and 
action plans completed to date…"   Rishi Adhar, Senior Project Implementation Officer, South Pacific 
Regional Mission, Asian Development Bank 

5. "DEE software has been used to monitor a complex World Bank project in Nepal. The total road 
project cost was about US$81M…  Compared to numerous (and, in most cases, more expensive) 
alternative monitoring systems I have seen in the World Bank and other international organisations, 
I believe DEE is one of the most user friendly and most effective monitoring systems available for 
monitoring and evaluation of Action Plans and Projects…"  Stein Lundebye,  Senior Transport 
Engineer, South Asia Region, World Bank 

6. "DEE provided a unique, systematic and very effective way to compare and contrast strengths, 
weaknesses and training needs across the Asia Pacific region…  DEE is an excellent tool for 
benchmarking and making assessments against a predefined 'desired standard' and from personal 
experience of seeing its use on a multi country regional project, I can thoroughly recommend it…"  
Charles Melhuish, Senior Policy Specialist, Asian Development Bank. 

 

A major benefit of DEE, apart from providing a very effective tool for managing performance during 
implementation, is that it focuses specifically on monitoring progress made towards achievement of 
objectives and agreed impacts.  Reporting is undertaken via simple graphs showing planned and actual 
progress towards achievement of the agreed impacts. It eases the tasks of the project manager, reduces 
demands upon his time, gives him a very good overview of progress across the board at any point in time 
and allows him to focus his limited time on those aspects needing his most urgent attention. DEE is 
particularly relevant to the needs of Development Banks and Aid Agencies and has a proven track record of 
successful delivery on real projects. It can be applied to any sector and can give early warning of potential 
technical and organizational under performance.  

 

Further details of The DEE Technique and its applications can be obtained by contacting  

Dr Alan ROSS  
alanross999@gmail.com OR www.dee-global.com  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:alanross999@gmail.com
http://www.dee-global.com/
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ANNEX B 
IMPACT INDICATORS FOR INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

 
 
Impact indicators were devised for each of the desired outcomes as follows:  
  

                              Objectives and desired outcomes                       Impact indicators used  

1 INSTITUTIONAL IMPROVEMENTS  

1. Compliance with , accession , ratification and implementation of UNECE 

Conventions  and EU Agreements  ( each assessed separately )   

                                 1.1 ADR’67,  

                                 1.2 Vehicle Regs agreement 1958 

                                 1.3 Convention of road traffic  1968 

                                 1.4 Convention of road signs/ signals 1968 

                                 1.5 AETR 1970 

                                 1.6 AGR 1976  

                                 1.7 Agreement on Technical inspections 1997                               

   

- Accede to agreements  

- Translation to local language  

- Review existing legislation  

- Ratify and publish 

- Training/capacity development 

- Regular check 

- UNECE Working parties  

1.8.  Established multidisciplinary Road Safety agency 1. Legislation exists 

2. Coordination body  established  

3. Fully staffed and funded  Secretariat exists 

4. Reliable, sustainable safety funding mechanism  

     in place 

1.9. Implementation of National Road Safety Strategy 1. Strategy is developed 

2. Stakeholder consulted 

3. Strategy approved by Government 

4. Implementation commenced 

1.10.  Realistic and long term targets for road accident reduction available 1. Realistic long term targets in place 

2. Action plan prepared to deliver targets 

3. Action plan being implemented 

4. Progress towards targets being monitored 

1.11.  Long term sustainability of road safety development 1. Annual losses to economy quantified 

2. Road Safety funding mechanism exists 

3. Budget being allocated for road safety 

improvement 

4. Monitoring demonstrates effectiveness of 

investments in road safety 

1.12.  Establish a mandatory road user insurance scheme 1. Compulsory third party motor insurance exists 

2. Enforcement and penalties in place for 

uninsured vehicles  
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3. Number of uninsured vehicle minimized 

 

1.13.  Establish requirements for the issuing of driving licenses based on 

international best practice 

1. Adequate theoretical testing in place 

2. Adequate practical testing in place 

3. Commercial drivers need to pass further tests 

4. System complies with best international  

     practices 

1.14.  Data collection and evaluation is unified in the region 1. Common core items to be agreed and identified 

2. Agreed accident data being collected via police 

accident forms 

3. An adequate data storage system is established 

4, Adequate data retrieval and analysis system 

established  

5. Adequate data dissemination system is 

established 

6. Crash data accessible to all stakeholders for 

further analysis  

7. Crash data system enables effective analysis of  

     crash causes and remedial measures 

1.15. A common system is established for monitoring and evaluating the 

outcome of a number of defined measures 

1. Regional Working group established 

2. The impacts to be monitor are agreed 

3. Impact monitoring system is established 

4. Quarterly monitoring progress report being 

circulated 

5. Effective strategic management of 

implementation 

1.16.  Reviewed and improved road signing systems 1. Signing/standards reviewed  

2. Needs and deficiencies identified  

3. A program for improvement develop 

4. The budgets needed estimated 

1.17.  Implemented road safety audit (RSA) principles and practices in the 

design and construction of the existing and new roads 

1. Participation in discussions held at Regional 

level to establish a common RSA approach 

2. Implementation of the RSA policies at national 

levels agreed  

3. Participation in discussions for RSA 

accreditation system developed for region  

4. Participation in discussions for preparation of 

Regional RSA Manual developed  

5. Regional RSA Training courses developed  

6. RSA trainers trained 
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7. In country RSA training programs established 

1.18.   Best practice in road safety shared throughout region 1. TRACECA Road Safety Working Group 

established  

2. Shared database of Manuals, procedures, 

standards compiled  

3. Annual conferences of best road safety practice 

organized 

1.19.  Harmonized driving penalties in the region 1. Study existing penalty systems in countries  

2. Discuss possible common penalty system  

     across the Region 

3. Establish common data system about  

     violations 

4. Mutually recognized sanctions being applied 

across the Region 

2 SAFER INFRASTRUCTURE 

2.1.  Implementation of road safety audit/ assessment 1. Legal basis for RSA 

2. Adequate manual in use 

3. Trained road safety auditors available 

4. Road Authorities have budget to purchase RSA 

5. All new, reconstructed and rehabilitated roads 

being safety audited 

6. RSA Recommendations being implemented by 

Roads Authority 

2.2.  Black spot treatment (Black Spot Management - BSM) 1. Legal basis for BSM 

2. Adequate BSM Manual in use 

3. Trained black spot investigators available 

4. Annual hazardous improvement program in 

place  

5. Road Authorities has dedicated founds for BSM 

improvements 

6. BSM recommendations being implemented by 

2.3.  Implementation of the program to define routes for freight avoiding 

residential areas 

1. Legal framework exists  

2. Freight traffic surveys done to access needs 

3. Alternative routes defined  

4. Signing and markings placed 

5. Effective enforcement of commercial vehicle 

routes  

6. Commercial through traffic in residential areas 

reduced 

2.4. Cost effective measures by local road authorities 1. Updated cost of crashes and casualties known  
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2. Cost/Benefit of safety interventions is available  

3. Ranking/Prioritization for improvement is done 

on basis of Cost/Benefit analysis  

4. Most hazardous locations are being 

systematically improved via annual programs 

2.5. Availability of safe and secure off-road parking for trucks 1. Legal framework 

2. Freight transport surveys done to identify 

parking needs 

3. Potential parking sites identified 

4. Signing and markings placed  

5. Safe secure off-road parking for trucks available 

and in use on major routes 

2.6. Building the capacity of engineers and technical staff 1. Adequate Manuals/Guidelines for safety 

engineering produced  

2. Selected Government, Consultants and 

Academic staff trained 

3. Curricula for University courses produced 

4. Students being taught about safe design 

approaches during their studies 

3 SAFER VEHICLES  

3.1. Vehicles regularly checked for technical requirements 1. Int. convention ratified  

2. Legal basis for vehicle inspection 

3. Manual for vehicle inspection in use  

4. Trained certified mechanics doing vehicle 

inspections  

5. Government certified/regulated workshops and 

inspection stations  

6. Regulatory agency adequately funded 

7. Number of defective vehicles in traffic reduced 

3.2. Internationally recognized vehicle safety regulations applied to 

imported vehicles 

1. Imported vehicles meet International (UNECE) 

standards 

2. Legal basis exists to prevent import of 

unsuitable/ unsafe vehicles 

3. Adequate controls to prevent import of fake 

spare parts 

3.3. Vehicles used to transport dangerous goods meeting the standards of 

all technical requirements 

1. ADR certified vehicles 

2. ADR certified drivers 

3. Emergency services had special training to 

respond to/deal with ADR accidents 
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4 SAFER ROAD USERS   

4.1 – 4.7. Legislation to cover :the following are in place and enforced   

 

seat belts, 

 motorcycle helmets,  

child restraints,  

mobile phone use,  

speed,  

drink,  

drugs  

Legislation in place for:  

1. seat belts  

2. motorcycle helmets  

3. child restraints  

4. mobile phone use 

5. speed  

6. drink  

7. drugs  

- Effective enforcement of safety legislation 

4.8. Improved public awareness 1. Safety campaigns use appropriate media 

2. Government budget exists for road safety 

campaigns 

3. SCO (NGO) and Private Sector active in financing 

of road safety campaigns 

4. Age appropriate education material available 

for school children 

4.9. Well-equipped and trained Road Police on road safety and 

enforcement 

1. Traffic police have adequate man power and 

vehicles 

2. Traffic police have adequate equipment for 

enforcement  

3. Traffic police have adequate training 

4. Traffic police enforcement activity is based on 

crash data analysis 

4.10. Public and private institutions practicing internal policies of road 

safety behavior 

1. Government departments have road safety 

policies related to their employees, drivers and 

vehicles 

2. Large private sector organizations have road 

safety policies related to their employees, 

drivers and vehicles 

3. Road safety organizations supporting 

Government and private sector organizations 

with guidance and safety materials 

5  IMPROVED MEDICAL CARE FOR CRASH VICTIMS  

5.1. Medical care for crash victims is practiced 1. Nationwide EMS system exists  

2. Crash victims getting effective first aid 

treatments within 30 min  

3. Emergency ambulance crews have first aid 

training 

4. Police and rescue services have first aid training 
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5. Commercial (bus/taxi/truck) drivers have first 

aid training 

5.2. Appropriate hospital trauma care and capacity building 1. Hospital emergency ward equipped to handling 

crash victims 

2. Victims receiving appropriate treatment 

3. 70% of hospitals have emergency departments 

4. First aid training available to general public 

5.3. Appropriate rehabilitation and support for victims 1. Rehabilitation specialists evolved early on in 

treatment of casualties (30%) 

2. Victims given appropriate therapy (40%) 

3. Doctors given special training to deal with 

injured and bereaved (30%) 

5.4. Fair settlements and justice for injured and bereaved 1. Motor vehicle insurance system operates 

nationwide  

2. Crashes investigated professionally by the 

Traffic Police 

3. Accident investigations identify correct crash 

causes  

4. Justice system provides fair settlements and 

justice for injured and bereaved 

5.5. Fully used “one call” emergency number 1. Single emergency number established 

nationwide 

2. Control centers trained to provide fast and 

efficient responses to help victims  

3. Necessary equipment in place for operation of 

centre 

6 CHANGING ATTITUDES TO ROAD SAFETY   

6.1. Partnerships between Government and Civil Society Organizations 

developed 

1. Legal basis for CSO (NGO)  

2. CSO (NGO) active in road safety 

3. CSO (NGO) consulted or involved in decision 

making on road safety issues at national level 

4. CSO (NGO) consulted or involved in decision 

making on road safety issues at local level 

6.2. Road safety lessons are conducted regularly in schools 1. National program (curriculum) for traffic safety 

education exists  

2. Age appropriate materials for education exist 

and are in use in schools (books, etc.) 

3. Teachers trained in traffic safety 

4. Reduction in child casualties in the locations 

were safety education has been provided 

6.3. Driver rectification courses implemented 1. Legal basis for rectification courses 

2. Database of driver's penalty exists and works  
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3. Program for rectification courses prepared  

4. Rectification courses are being implemented  

5. Course participants knowledge and awareness 

of safety has been improved 

6.4. Good road behaviour is recognized and promoted 1. Good driver nomination system established 

2. Reward system established  

3. Winners given public recognition 
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Annexes C-L 

Benchmarking Annexes 

Key to charts 

The charts in these annexes present the benchmarking charts for each country to illustrate current stage of progress towards full achievement of the impact 

indicators. In each case the situation in the country is shown (black line) and compared against an average of all 10 TRACECA project countries.  

This enables identification of Strengths and Weaknesses in each country in relation to the regional average. 

                                     
  

This example “spider” chart shows the current progress in Management + 

Coordination in Georgia. 

 Georgia Regional Average 

Road Safety Agency  

Road Safety Strategy 

Realistic Targets 

Safety Sustainability 

Mandatory Insurance 

50% 

20% 

5% 

40% 

40% 

40% 

45% 

50% 

15% 

50% 

From this, it is clear that this country is doing better than the regional average in 

Road Safety Agency and Safety Sustainability but not as well in Road Safety 

Strategy, Realistic Targets, and Mandatory Insurance.  

Hence, its Strengths are in Road Safety Agency and Safety Sustainability and its 

Weaknesses are in Road Safety Strategy, Realistic Targets, and Mandatory 

Insurance. 

Similar “spider” charts are presented in the following Annexes for each aspect 

of road safety in each country. 

White line -
Average of all 
10 TRACECA 

countries 

Black line –
Assessment for 
that particular 

country 
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Annex C 

Armenia – Benchmarking 
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Armenia  
Overview  

 Comments on Armenia chart Overview + Agreements/Conventions 
1. Overview: Armenia is broadly similar to other TRACECA countries on all 6 sectors but slightly above regional average in safer 
infrastructure, safer road users and changing attitudes. 
2. Conventions: Above regional average in AETR, AGR, convention on Road Traffic but below average in the other 3 Conventions. 
3. ADR’57: Far below  regional average of other countries  
4. Vehicles Regs Agreement’58: Far below  regional average  
5. Convention on Road Traffic’68: Similar to  regional average  
6. Road Signs and Signals’68: Far below  regional average  
7. AETR’70: Above the regional  average 
8. AGR’75: Above the  regional average  
9. Agreement on Technical Inspections’97: Below  the regional average 
Overall Strengths: AETR’70, AGR’75, Conv. on Road Traffic’68  Weaknesses: ADR’57, Veh Regs’58, Rd Signs+Signals’68, Tech Inspections’97 

Conventions and Agreements    

 

1.1 ADR '57 

 

1.2. Vehicles Regs Agreement 58

 

1.3. Convention on Road Traffic '68 

 

1.4. Convention on Rd Signs and Signals'68

 

1.5. AETR '70

 

1.6. AGR '75

 

1.7. Agreement on Tech Inspections '97   

   

 

1 

2 3 4 5 

6 7 8 9 
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                           1.8. Road Safety Agency

 

                         1.9. Road Safety Strategy

 

1.10. Realistic targets

 

                       1.11. Safety sustainability 

 

                     1.12. Mandatory insurance 

 

 Comments on Armenia charts Management + Coordination 

1. Management: Above regional average in Road Safety Strategy and Realistic Targets and similar to regional average on other aspects 
2. Road Safety Agency: Similar to regional average but with weaknesses in staffing and funding. 
3. Road Safety Strategy: Above regional average on all aspects. It exists but no funding for implementing action. 
4. Realistic Targets: Above regional average on all aspects but weak in monitoring. 
5. Safety Sustainability: Very weak on all aspects in common with regional average of other countries. 
6. Mandatory Insurance: Similar to  regional average in other aspects but above regional average in less uninsured vehicles 

Overall Strengths: Management, Strategy, Targets       Weaknesses: Monitoring, Sustainability, Funding 

 

1 2 3 

4 5 6 

Management + Coordination 
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   1.13 Driver Licences 1.14. Unified Data System 1.15. Common M+E system 

1.16. Signing systems 1.17. Road Safety Audit 1.18. Best practice sharing 1.19. Harmonised penalties 

8 

5 6

1 2 3 4 

5 6 7 

Support systems 

Comments on Armenia charts: Support Systems 

1. Support Systems: Similar to regional average in driver licenses  but along with regional average very low level of development in other aspects 
2. Driver Licences: Similar to  regional average of other TRACECA countries but slightly above average in compliance with international best practices 
3. Unified Data System: Very poor on all aspects and even lower than the very low regional average of all countries
4. Common M+E system: Very poor on all aspects and even lower than the very low regional average of all countries . Almost no progress
5. Signing Systems: Generally below regional average of other countries but slightly above average in identifying budgets needed .
6. Rd Safety Audit: Above  regional average of others but all still at a very low level of development.in all aspects 
7. Best Practice Sharing: Above  regional average of others but all still very low development.in all aspects 
8. Harmonised Penalties. Above  regional average of others but all still very low development.in all aspects 

Overall Strengths: Driver Licensing, Safety Audit      Weaknesses: Data System, M+E, Signing, Best Practice Sharing, Penalties. 
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                        2. Safety Engineering 

 

                         2.1. Safety Audits 

 

           2.2. Black Spot Management

 

 2.3. Freight routes avoiding residential  areas         

 

                 2.4. Cost effective measures

 

                        2.5. Safe Parking 

 

                       2.6.  Capacity building 

 

ваовар авауа 

 

1 2 3 4 

5

1 

6 7 

8 

Sector 2. Safer Infrastructure 

Comments on Armenia charts: Safer Infrastructure 

1. Safer Infrastructure: Slightly above regional average in all 3 areas of safety engineering, capacity building, and safe parking 
2. Safety Engineering: Well above regional average on Safety Audit but below regional average in cost effectiveness 
3. Safety Audits: Well above regional average in all aspects 
4. Blackspot Management: Above regional average in all aspects except legal basis where it is below the regional average 
5. Freight and Residential Areas: Above average on all aspects but still only 30% or so progress towards full achievement of impact indicators. 
6. Cost Effective Measures: All of region is at a very low level of development but Armenia is even lower than regional average. 
7. Safe Parking: Armenia above regional average on all aspects but still only 30-40% achieved of impact indicators. 
8. Capacity Building: Armenia generally above regional average but all of region is weak on teaching safety to students.  

Overall Strengths: Safety Audit, Freight Routes, Blackspots, Safety Engineering         Weaknesses: Cost Effective Measures, teaching safety to students. 

8 
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3.1. Technical inspections 

 

                                   

              3.2. International safety regulations  applied 

 

 

                   3.3. Transport of dangerous goods 

 

 

 

Sector 3. Safer Vehicles + Standards 

 

1 2 3 

Comments on Armenia charts: Safer Vehicles + Standards 

1. Technical Inspections: Armenia only at 20-30% and below  regional average on Legal Basis and International Conventions 

2. International Safety Regulations: Similar to regional average but below  average in ensuring safety of imported vehicles 

3. Transport of dangerous goods: Similar to regional average but slightly above regional average on Emergency Services 

Overall Strengths: none        Weaknesses: International Conventions, Legal basis in Technical Inspections. 

Sector 3. Safer Vehicles + Standards 
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                  4.1-7. Impact indicators (legislation in place for) 

 

                                      4.8. Public awareness 

     

                              4.9. Effective traffic policing 

 

                                 4.10. Internal safety policies 

 

 

 
Comments on Armenia charts: Safer Road Users 

1. Safe Road Users: Armenia similar to  regional average 

but slightly above average  on Public Awareness and Safety 

Policies 

2. Impact Indicators (legislation in place for): Similar to 

regional average on most aspects but slightly above 

average on child restraints 

3. Public Awareness: Above average in most areas but 

weak in age related education along with others 

4. Effective Traffic Policing: Similar to regional average on 

most aspects 

5. Internal Safety Policies: Above regional average on all 

aspects but still at a low level (20%-30%). 

Overall Strengths: Public Awareness, Child Restraints, 

Internal Safety Policies   Weaknesses: Age appropriate 

education 

1 2 3 

4

1 

5

1 

Sector 4. Safe Road Users 
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5.1. Pre-hospital care 5.2. Hospital trauma care 

5.3. Rehabilitation 5.4. Fair settlements 5.5. Single emergency number 

6 

1 2 3

1

5

1

Sector 5. Emergency Medical Services 

Comments on Armenia charts: Emergency Medical Care 

1. EMS: Similar to regional average but below average in fair settlements and single emergency number
2. Pre-Hospital Care: Similar to regional average slightly ahead  of average in crash victims first aid but below  average in training commercial drivers
3. Hospital Trauma Care: Similar to regional average but slightly ahead  of average in first aid training at hospitals
4. Rehabilitation: Both Armenia and regional average very low in this area.
5. Fair Settlements: Far below regional average in all aspects.
6. Single emergency number: Similar but below regional average in all aspects.

Overall Strengths: Pre-Hospital Care   Weaknesses: Fair Settlements, Single emergency number, Rehabilitation 

4
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                             6.1. Govt/CSO partnerships 

 

                             6.2. Schools traffic education 

     
                        6.3. Driver rectification courses 

 

                           6.4. Good behaviour rewards 

 

 

 
Comments on Armenia charts: Changing Attitudes 

1. Changing Attitudes: Above regional average on 

Government/CSO Partnerships  

2. Government /CSO Partnerships: Above regional 

average in all aspects 

3. Schools traffic education: Similar to regional average 

but  both Armenia and region  all very weak in all aspects 

4. Driver rectification courses: Above regional average 

but still at a very low (20%) stage of development  

5. Good behaviour rewards: similar to regional average 

but both Armenia and the region at a very low level of 

development. 

Overall Strengths: Government /CSO partnership     

Weaknesses: School traffic education good behaviour 

reward, driver rectification schemes 

Sector 6. Changing attitudes 

1 2 3 

4

1 

5 

 

1 
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Annex D 

Azerbaijan – Benchmarking 
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Comments on Azerbaijan charts: Conventions and Agreements 

1. Overview: Similar to the other TRACECA countries in all 6 sectors but slightly ahead in institutional improvements and safer vehicles.
2. Conventions :Above average  on ADR’57, Vehicle Regs Agreement’58, AGR’75, AETR’70 and Convention on Road Signs and Signals’68 but low
average on Agreement on Technical Inspections 
3. ADR’57: Far ahead of regional average of others.
4. Vehicles Regs Agreement’58: Far ahead of regional average of others.
5. Convention on Road Traffic’68: Similar to the average of other TRACECA countries.
6. Convention on Road Signs and Signals’68: Slightly ahead of average of others.
7. AETR’70: Slightly ahead of regional average of others.
8. AGR’75: Slightly ahead of regional average of others.
9. Agreement on Technical Inspections’97: Fairly little has been done on implementation of this agreeement. Below the regional average 

Overall strengths: ADR’57, Vehs Regs Agreement’58, AGR’75, AETR’70, Rd Signs&Signals’68 Weaknesses: Agreement on Tech Inspections’97. 

 1.1. ADR '57 1.2. Vehicles Regs Agreement 58 1.3. Convention on Road Traffic '68 

 1.4. Convention on Road signs and Signals '68 1.5. AETR '70 1.6. AGR '75 1.7. Agreement on Tech Inspections '97 

1

2 3 4 5 

6 7 8 9 

Azerbaijan 
Overview 

Conventions and Agreements      
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1.8. Road Safety Agency 1.9. Road Safety Strategy 

1.10. Realistic targets 

 

1.11. Safety sustainability 1.12. Mandatory insurance 

1 2 3 

4 5 

Management + Coordination 

Comments on Azerbaijan Charts: Management and Coordination 

1. Management: Above regional average in Rd Safety Strategy&Rd Safety Agency and behind in Realistic Targets, Safety Sustainability and Mandatory Insurance.
2. Road Safety Agency: Far above average in Legislation and Coord.Body, below average in Reliable Safety Funds, similar to average in Staffed&Funded Secretariat.
3. Road Safety Strategy:  Far above  regional average in Strategy development and stakeholders engagement and consultation, slightly below average in commencing the 
actual implementation, similar to average in Strategy approval by the Government. 
4. Realistic Targets: Similar to regional average in realistic long-term targets and action plan prepared to deliver targets, far below  in progress being monitored and action plan 
being implemented 
5. Safety Sustainability: Similar to low regional average off annual losses to economy quantified and below average in road safety funding mechanisms, budget allocated for
road safety improvement and effectiveness of investment in road safety measured. 
6. Mandatory Insurance: Above regional average in mandatory 3rd party motor insurance but far below average in enforcement of uninsured vehicles and number of uninsured

Overall Strengths: Coordination Body, Legislation, Road Safety Strategy     Weaknesses: Action plan implementation, Monitoring, Funding  

6 
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   1.13 Driver Licences 1.14. Unified Data System 1.15. Common M+E system 

1.16. Signing systems 1.17. Road Safety Audit 1.18. Best practice sharing 1.19. Harmonised penalties 

8

6

1 2 3 4

6 7

Support systems 

Comments on Azerbaijan charts: Support Systems 

1. Support Systems: Above  regional average in Driver Licensing , similar to average in Unified Data System, Common Monitoring & Evaluation Systems, Signing Systems, Road Safety Audit, Best
practice sharing and Harmonised Penalties. 
2. Driver Licences: Above the regional average of others in all aspects.
3. Unified Data System: below even the very low regional average in all aspects.
4. Common M+E system:  Below even the very low regional average in all aspects
5. Signing Systems:  Similar to regional average in signing standards reviewed, below average in Program for Improvement Developed, the Budgets needed estimated and Needs Identified.
6. Rd Safety Audit:   slightly above but similar to the very low regional  average for all aspects 
7. Best Practice Sharing: Slightly above but similar to the very low regional  average for all aspects 
8. Harmonised Penalties: Slightly above but similar to the very low regional  average for all aspects 

Overall Strengths: Driver licences     Weaknesses:  data system, M+E system, signing systems, safety audit, and best practice sharing, harmonised penalties. 

5
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2. Safety Engineering 2.1. Safety Audits            2.2. Black Spot Management

2.3. Freight routes and residential  area 2.4. Cost effective measures 2.5. Safe Parking 2.6.  Capacity building

1 3 4

1

1

6 7 8

Sector 2. Safer Infrastructure 

Comments on Azerbaijan charts: Safer Infrastructure 

1. Safer Infrastructure: Above regional  average in Capacity Building, slightly behind in Safe Parking and similar to regional average in Safety Engineering

2. Safety Engineering: Similar to regional average in Black Spot Management and Safety Audits, above average in Cost Effective Measures. Behind average in Freight Routes 

3. Safety Audits: Very similar to regional average in Training Road Safety Auditors and Using Adequate Manual. Far behind in the Implementation of Road Safety Recommendations, Allocating Funds 

for RSA and RSA of Roads Newly Reconstructed and Rehabilitated. Slightly behind in establishing Legal Basis for Black Spot Management 

4. Black Spot Management: Above regional  average in legal basis , BSM manual and trained investigators but below average on other aspects 

5. Freight and Residential Areas: Below  regional average on all aspects 

6. Cost Effective Measures: Above regional  average in knowing costs of crashes but similar to the very low regional average on all other aspects

7. Safe Parking: Similar to regional average in legal framework, safe/secure parking and signing but behind average in other aspects 

8. Capacity Building: Above regional average in all aspects 

Overall Strengths: Capacity Building     Weaknesses: Freight Routes, Cost Effective Measures , Safety Audits, Safe Parking  

2

5
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    3.1. Technical inspections 3.2. Internstional safety regs applied 3.3. Transport of dangerous goods 

Sector 3. Safer Vehicles + Stds 

Comments on Azerbaijan charts: Safer Vehicles + Standards 

1. Technical Inspections: Significantly above average on international conventions ratification and legal basis for vehicle inspection, Below average and little  progress on other 5 aspects.

2. International Safety Regulations: Significant results on imported vehicles meeting international standards and legal basis to prevent import of unsafe vehicles, but below regional average and 

zero progress on control of fake parts import.   

3. Transport of dangerous goods: Significant results on ADR certified vehicles and drivers but below average and  zero progress on EMS special training dealing with ADR accidents.

Overall Strengths: International conventions ratification, Legal basis for vehicle inspection, Imported vehicles meeting international standards, ADR certified vehicles and drivers     

Weaknesses:  EMS special training dealing with ADR accidents, control of fake parts import and most aspects of technical inspections. 

Sector 3. Safer Vehicles + Standards

1 2 3 
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4.1-7. Impact indicators (legislation in place for)     4.8. Public awareness 

4.9. Effective traffic policing  4.10. Internal safety policies 

Comments on Azerbaijan charts: Safer Road Users 

1. Overall picture: Very similar to regional average on all 

aspects. 

2. Impact Indicators (in place for): Above high regional

average on all aspects and zero progress on child restraints. 

3. Public Awareness: Above average on media campaigns,

similar to average on governmental budget for publicity and 

behind on 2 other aspects. 

4. Effective Traffic Policing: Above regional average on all 

aspects. 

5. International Safety Policies: Similar to very low regional

average on all aspects. 

Overall Strengths: Effective traffic policing 

Weaknesses: Child restraints, age appropriate materials for 

schools and police manpower/vehicles 

1 2

4

1

5

1

Sector 4. Safe Road Users 

3
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5.1. Pre-hospital care 5.2. Hospital trauma care 

5.3.  Rehabilitation 

 

5.4.  Fair settlements  5.5.  Single emergency number 

Sector 5. Emergency Medical Services

Comments on Azerbaijan charts: Emergency Medical Care 

1. Overall picture: Significant progress in single emergency number. Below regional average and little/zero progress on other 4 aspects.

2. Pre-Hospital Care: Good progress on nationwide EMS system but below average and zero progress on other 4 aspects.

3. Hospital Trauma Care: Below regional average and little /zero progress on all 5 aspects.

4. Rehabilitation:  Below even the very low u regional average and zero/ little progress on all 3 aspects.

5. Fair Settlements: Good progress on nationwide motor vehicle insurance and but well below regional average and with zero/ little progress on other 3 aspects.

6. Single emergency number: Far above the regional average on all aspects.

Overall Strengths: Single emergency number, nationwide motor vehicle insurance        Weaknesses:  Hospital trauma care, rehabilitation 

6

1

1

Sector 5. Emergency Medical Services

1 1

Sector 5. Emergency Medical Care

2 3

4 5
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   6.1. Govt/CSO partnerships 6.2. Schools traffic education 

6.3. Driver rectification courses 6.4. Good behaviour rewards 

Comments on Azerbaijan charts: Changing Attitudes 

1. Changing Attitudes: Very similar to regional average 

on 3 aspects and  below on Govt/NGO partnerships 

2. Govt/CSO Partnerships: Below regional average  and 

little  progress on most  aspects despite the fact there’re 

some NGOs active in road safety 

3. Schools traffic education: Above very low regional

average level on 3 aspects and no progress on reduction 

of child casualties where education provided.  

4. Driver rectification courses: Below even the very low

average and with zero/little progress on all aspects. 

5. Good behaviour rewards: Similar to the very low

average with very little/zero progress on all aspects. 

Overall Strengths: School traffic education     

Weaknesses: Driver rectification courses, good 

behaviour awards 5

11

Sector 6. Changing attitudes 

1 2 3 

4 
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Annex E 

Georgia – Benchmarking 
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Overview  

 

Comments on Georgia charts: Conventions and Agreements 

1. Overview Similar to the average on all aspects, ahead in Changing Attitudes, EMS, Safe Rd Users, Safer Vehs Behind in Safer Infrastructure. 
2. Conventions /agreements  Above  the regional average in Convention on Road Traffic '68, Convention on Road Signs and Signals '68, AETR '70, 
AGR '75, Agreement on Tech Inspections '97. Behind the average in ADR’57, Vehicles Regulations Agreement’58 
3 ADR’57: Far behind the average on all aspects.  
4. Vehicles Regs Agreement’58: Far behind the average on all aspects 
5. Convention on Road Traffic’68: Similar to the regional average on all aspects 
6. Road Signs and Signals’68: Above  the regional average on all aspects 
7. AETR’70: Above  the regional average on all aspects 
8. AGR’75: Above  the regional average on all aspects 
9. Agreement on Technical Inspections’97: Above  the regional average on all aspects 

Overall strengths: in Conv. on Rd Traffic '68, Rd Signs&Signals '68, AETR '70, AGR '75, Tech Inspections '97 Weaknesses: ADR’57, Vehs Regs’58 

 

 

1.1. ADR '57

 

1.2. Vehicles Regs Agreement 58

 

1.3. Convention on Road Traffic '68 

 
 1.4. Convention on Road Signs and Signals '68 

 

1.5. AETR '70 

 

1.6. AGR '75 

 

1.7. Agreement on Tech Inspections '97 

 

1 

2 3 4 5 

6 7 8 9 

Georgia 

Conventions and Agreements       
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                                1.8. Road Safety Agency

 

                                1.9. Road Safety Strategy 

   
1.10. Realistic targets 

  
 

1.11. Safety sustainability 

 

1.12. Mandatory insurance 

   

1 2 3 

4 5 6 

Management + Coordination 

Comments on Georgia charts: Management and Coordination 

1. Management: Below the regional average in RS Strategy, Realistic Targets, Mandatory Insurance, above  the average on all other aspects. 
2. Road Safety Agency: Slightly below the regional average in Staffing and Funding (and both averages are low), above the average on all other aspects. 
3. Road Safety Strategy: Below regional average on all aspects (very low). 
4. Realistic Targets: Below the regional average on all aspects (very low). 
5. Safety Sustainability: Above the average in Rd Safety Funding, Budget, and Effectiveness. Below regional average in Losses to Economy. 
6. Mandatory Insurance: Above average in Enforcement and Uninsured Vehicles, far below the regional average in Compulsory Insurance. 

Overall Strengths: None     Weaknesses: Road Safety Agency,  Road Safety Strategy, Realistic Targets, Safety Sustainability, Mandatory Insurance 
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 Comments on Georgia charts: Support Systems 
1. Support Systems: Above the average in Unified Data System, Driver Licenses, and Signing Systems. Similar to the regional average on all other aspects (very low) 
2. Driver Licences: Above  the average on all aspects 
3. Unified Data System: Far above the average on all aspects 
4. Common M+E system: Similar to the regional average on all aspects. Both Georgia and regional average are very low 
5. Signing Systems: Above  the average on all aspects, similar to the regional average in Budgets Needed Estimated  
6. Rd Safety Audit: Similar to the regional average on all aspects. Both Georgia and regional average are very low 
7. Best Practice Sharing: Similar to the regional average on all aspects. Both Georgia and regional average are very low 
8. Harmonised Penalties. Similar to the regional average on all aspects. Both Georgia and regional average are very low 

Overall Strengths: Driver Licences, Unified Data System, Signing Systems Weaknesses: Common M+E system, Rd Safety Audit, Best Practice Sharing, Harmonised Penalties 

 

 

                           1.13 Driver Licences 

 

                     1.14. Unified Data System 

 

                      1.15. Common M+E system 

 
1.16. Signing systems 

 

1.17. Road Safety Audit 

 

                    1.18. Best practice sharing 

 

                     1.19. Harmonised penalties 

 
8 

1 2 3 4 

5 6 7 

Support systems  
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Comments on Georgia charts: Safer Infrastructure 

1. Safer Infrastructure: Similar to the regional average, slightly above average in Safety Engineering. Below regional average in Capacity Building, Safe Parking. 

2. Safety Engineering: Similar to the regional average, slightly above average in Cost Effective Measures, below average in BSM, Safety Audits. 

3. Safety Audits: Below the regional average on most aspects but above average in Trained Auditors. 

4. Black Spot Management: Slightly below regional average on all aspects. 

5. Freight and Residential Areas: Below regional average in Legal Framework and Reduction of Freight Traffic in Residential Areas. Above average on all other aspects. 

6. Cost Effective Measures: Above average on all aspects but both Georgia and regional average are very low. 

7. Safe Parking: Below regional average on all aspects but both Georgia and regional average are very low. 

8. Capacity Building: Below regional average on all aspects. 

Overall Strengths: none     Weaknesses: Safety Engineering, Safety Audits, BSM, Freight and Residential Areas, Cost Effective Measures, Safe Parking, Capacity Building 

 

       

                        2. Safety Engineering 

 

                         2.1. Safety Audits 

 

           2.2. Black Spot Management

 
 2.3. Freight routes avoiding residential  areas         

 
 

                 2.4. Cost effective measures

 

                        2.5. Safe Parking 

 

                     2.6.  Capacity building 

 

1 

 

1 

2 

 

2 

3 

 

3 

4

1 

 

4

1 

5

1 

 

5

1 

6 

 

6 

7 

 

7 

8 

 

8 

Sector 2. Safer Infrastructure 
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                                  3.1. Technical inspections 

       

                   3.2. International  safety regulations  applied 

 

                      3.3. Transport of dangerous goods 

 
 

 

1 

 

1 

2 

 

2 

3 

 

3 

Sector 3. Safer Vehicles + Standards    

 

Sector 2. Safer Infrastructure 

Comments on Georgia charts: Safer Vehicles + Standards 

1. Technical Inspections:  Above regional  average in Mechanics doing Inspection, Govt  Certified Workshops, Funding of Regulatory  Agency but below average  in Legal Basis, Similar to 

the regional level on all other aspects. 

2. International Safety Regulations:  Below  regional average on all aspects (very low) 

3. Transport of dangerous goods:  Above regional  average on all aspects 

Overall Strengths: Technical Inspections, Transport of dangerous goods     Weaknesses: International Safety Regulations 
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             4.1-7. Impact indicators (legislation in place for) 

 

                                    4.8. Public awareness 

    
                              4.9. Effective traffic policing 

 

                                 4.10. Internal safety policies 

 

 

 
Comments on Georgia charts:  Safer Road Users 

1. Safe Road Users: Below regional average in Internal 

Safety Policies, above regional average on all other 

aspects. 

2. Impact Indicators (legislation in place for):  Below 

the average in Child Restraints, above regional average 

on all other aspects. 

3. Public Awareness: Above average on all aspects. 

4. Effective Traffic Policing:  Above the regional average 

on all aspects. 

5. Internal Safety Policies:  Similar to the regional 

average. Both Georgia and regional average are very 

low. 

Overall Strengths:  Impact Indicators (legislation in 

place for), Public Awareness, Effective Traffic Policing.     

Weaknesses: Internal Safety Policies 
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Sector 4.  Safe Road Users 
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                            5.1. Pre-hospital care 

 

                           5.2. Hospital trauma care 

 

 

                               5.3.  Rehabilitation 

 
 

                             5.4.  Fair settlements  

 

                       5.5.  Single emergency number 
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Sector 5. Emergency Medical Services 

 

 

Sector 5. Emergency Medical Services 
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Comments on Georgia charts: Emergency Medical Care 

1. EMS: Similar to the regional average in Rehabilitation, above the regional average on all other aspects. 
2. Pre-Hospital Care: Above regional average on most aspects, slightly below average in First Aid for Crash Victims within 30min. 
3. Hospital Trauma Care: Above the regional average on all aspects. 
4. Rehabilitation:  Above the regional average in Rehabilitation Specialists’ Treatment, below the regional average on all other aspects. 
5. Fair Settlements: Below average in Nationwide Insurance, Similar to the regional average in Fair Settlements and Justice, above on all other aspects. 
6. Single emergency number: Above the regional average on all aspects. 
Overall Strengths: Pre-Hospital Care, Hospital Trauma Care, Single Emergency Number Weaknesses: Rehabilitation, Fair Settlements 
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                     6.1. Government /CSO partnerships 

 

                             6.2. Schools traffic education 

    
                      6.3. Driver rectification courses 

 

                          6.4. Good behaviour rewards 

 

 

Comments on Georgia charts: Changing Attitudes 

1. Changing Attitudes: Above regional average in 
Govt/CSO Partnerships, Schools Traffic Education, 
similar to the regional average in  Good Behaviour 
Rewards and Driver Rectification Courses. 
2. Govt/CSO Partnerships:  Far above the regional 
average on all aspects. 
3. Schools traffic education: Above  the average on 
all aspects (the regional average is very low) 
4. Driver rectification courses:  Similar to the 
regional average. Both Georgia and regional average 
are very low. 
5. Good behaviour rewards:  Similar to average. Both 
Georgia and regional average are very low. 

Overall Strengths: Govt/CSO Partnerships, Schools 
traffic education Weaknesses: Driver rectification 
courses, Good behaviour rewards. 
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Sector 6. Changing attitudes 
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Annex F 

Kazakhstan – Benchmarking 
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Overview 
Comments on Kazakhstan charts: Conventions and Agreements 

1. Kazakhstan is slightly above regional average in Institutional Improvements, EMS, and Safer Vehicles +Standards but behind in Safer
Infrastructure, Changing Attitudes, Safe Road Users, compared to other TRACECA countries. 
2. Above average in all Conventions and Agreements.
3. ADR’57: Above  regional average on all aspects
4. Vehicles Regs Agreement’58: Far above  the average on all aspects
5. Convention on Road Traffic’68: Similar to the average on all aspects
6. Road Signs and Signals’68: Above  the average on all aspects
7. AETR’70: Above the average on all aspects
8. AGR’75: Above the average on all aspects
9. Agreement on Technical Inspections’97: Far above the average on all aspects

Overall strengths: All agreements and conventions     Weaknesses: None 
1.1. ADR '57 1.2. Vehicles Regs Agreement 58 1.3. Convention on Road Traffic '68 

 1.4. Convention on Road Signs and Signals '68 1.5. AETR '70 1.6. AGR '75 1.7. Agreement on Tech Inspections '97 

2 3 4 5 

6 7 8 9 

Kazakhstan 

1 

Conventions an d Agreements      

1 
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Comments on Kazakhstan charts: Management and Coordination 

1. Management: Above average  in Mandatory insurance and Safety Sustainability, below regional average  in Realistic Targets, Road Safety Strategy, and Road Safety

Agency. 

2. Road Safety Agency: Above  in Legislation Exists and Reliable Safety Funding, behind in Coordination Body, Staffing and Funding

3. Road Safety Strategy: Far below regional average  on all aspects (almost no progress)

4. Realistic Targets: Far below regional average on all aspects (almost no progress)

5. Safety Sustainability: Above regional average on all aspects

6. Mandatory Insurance: Above regional average in Enforcement and Compulsory Insurance, but slightly below average in Uninsured Vehicles

Overall Strengths: Safety Sustainability     Weaknesses: Management, Road Safety Agency, Road Safety Strategy, Realistic Targets, Mandatory Insurance 

1.8. Road Safety Agency 1.9. Road Safety Strategy

1.10. Realistic targets 1.11. Safety sustainability 1.12. Mandatory insurance 

1 2 3 

4 5 

Management + Coordination 
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Comments on Kazakhstan charts: Support Systems 

1. Support Systems: Above average in Driver Licences, similar to the average in Beast Practice Sharing and Road Safety Audit, below average  on other aspects
2. Driver Licences: Above regional average in Theoretical Testing, Practical Testing, Commercial Drivers, below average  in System
3. Unified Data System: Below average on all aspects 
4. Common M+E system: Similar to the average (no progress)
5. Signing Systems: Below the average. Regional average is low in this area
6. Rd Safety Audit: Similar to the regional average. Both Kazakhstan and regional average are very low in this area
7. Best Practice Sharing: Similar to the regional average. Both Kazakhstan and regional average are very low in this area
8. Harmonised Penalties: Similar to the regional average. Both Kazakhstan and regional average are very low in this area

Overall Strengths: none   Weaknesses: Driver Licences, Unified Data System, Common M+E system, Signing Systems, Rd Safety Audit, Best Practice Sharing, Harmonised Penalties 

   1.13 Driver Licences 1.14. Unified Data System 1.15. Common M+E system 

1.16. Signing systems 1.17. Road Safety Audit 1.18. Best practice sharing 1.19. Harmonised penalties 

8

4

6 7

Support systems 

1 2 3
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Comments on Kazakhstan charts: Safer Infrastructure 

1. Safer Infrastructure: Similar to the regional average in Safety Engineering, far below average on other aspects

2. Safety Engineering: Similar to the regional  average in Safety Audits, below average in BSM, Freight Routes, Cost Effective Measures
3. Safety Audits: Far above average in Training, and Manuals, below regional average in Legal Basis, RSA Recommendations, Reconstructed Rd Audit, Budget for RSA

4. Black Spot Management: Above regional average in Legal Basis, far below  on all other aspects

5. Freight and Residential Areas: Far below average on all aspects

6. Cost Effective Measures: Similar to the regional average on all aspects, slightly below  average in Updated Cost. Both Kazakhstan and regional average are very low in this area.

7. Safe Parking: Far below on all aspects 

8. Capacity Building: Far below on all aspects 

Overall Strengths: none     Weaknesses: Safety Engineering, Safety Audits, Black Spot Management, Freight and Residential Areas, Cost Effective Measures, Safe Parking, Capacity Building 

  2. Safety Engineering 2.1. Safety Audits            2.2. Black Spot Management

 2.3. Freight routes avoiding residential areas   2.4. Cost effective measures 2.5. Safe Parking 2.6.  Capacity building 1

6 

Sector 2. Safer Infrastructure

1 2 4

5 87
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Comments on Kazakhstan charts: Safer Vehicles + Standards 

1. Technical Inspections:  Above regional average on all aspects
2. International Safety Regulations: Far above average in Imported Vehicles meet International  Standards, below average on other aspects

3. Transport of Dangerous Goods:  Above regional average  on all aspects

Overall Strengths: none   Weaknesses:  Technical Inspections, International Safety Regulations, Transport of Dangerous Goods 

3.1. Technical inspections 3.2. International safety regs applied 3.3. Transport of dangerous goods 

Sector 3. Safer Vehices + Stds 

2 31
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        4.1-7. Impact indicators (legislation in place for)     4.8. Public awareness 

4.9. Effective traffic policing 4.10. Internal safety policies 

Comments on Kazakhstan charts: Safer Road Users 

1. Kazakhstan is below regional average on all 
aspects, and is similar to the average in Internal Safety 
Policies and Public Awareness
2. Impact Indicators (in place for): Slightly below the 
average in Seat Belts, far below the average on all other  
aspects 
3.Public Awareness: Similar to the average in SCO

4. Effective Traffic Policing: Below the average on all
aspects 
5. Internal Safety Policies: Similar to the average. Both 
Kazakhstan and regional average are very low in this 
area 

Overall Strengths: none     Weaknesses: Impact 
Indicators (in place for),  Public Awareness,  Effective 
Traffic Policing,  International Safety Policies 1

5

1

Sector 4. Safe Road Users 

Financing, ahead in Budget and Materials, slightly below 
the average in Media Campaigns

1 2 3

4
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Comments on Kazakhstan charts: Emergency Medical Care 

1. EMS: Far above regional average on all aspects
2. Pre-Hospital Care: Similar to the regional average in Commercial Drivers First Aid Training, above regional average on all other aspects
3. Hospital Trauma Care:  Behind the regional average in Departments, above the average on all other aspects.
4. Rehabilitation:  Far above the regional average on all aspects. Regional average is very low on these aspects
5. Fair Settlements:  Far above regional average on  all aspects
6. Single emergency number:  Far above regional average on all aspects

Overall Strengths:   Pre-Hospital Care, Rehabilitation, Fair Settlements, Single emergency number    Weaknesses:  Hospital Trauma Care 

5.1. Pre-hospital care 5.2. Hospital trauma care 

5.3.  Rehabilitation 5.4.  Fair settlements  5.5.  Single emergency number 
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Sector 5. Emergency Medical Services 
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6.1. Govt/CSO partnerships 6.2. Schools traffic education 

6.3. Driver rectification courses 6.4. Good behaviour rewards 

Comments on Kazakhstan charts: Changing Attitudes 
1. Changing Attitudes: Kazakhstan and regional
average are low on all aspects. Below the average in 
Schools Traffic Education and Partnership. 
2. Govt/CSO Partnerships: Far above average in Legal
Basis of CSO, far below average on other aspects 
3. Schools traffic education: Similar to average on all 
aspects. Both Kazakhstan and regional average are 
very low. 
4. Driver rectification courses: Similar to the average 
on all aspects. Both Kazakhstan and regional average 
are very low. 
5. Good behaviour rewards:  Similar to the average on 
all aspects. Both Kazakhstan and regional average are 
very low. 

Overall Strengths: none     Weaknesses: Govt/CSO 
Partnerships, Schools traffic education, Rectification 
courses, Behaviour rewards. 
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Sector 6. Changing attitudes 
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Annex G 

Kyrgyzstan – Benchmarking 
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Overview 

Comments on Kyrgyzstan charts: Conventions and Agreements 
1. Overview Similar to the regional average in Changing Attitudes and Safe Road Users. Above the regional average in Safer Infrastructure.
Below the average in Institutional Improvements, EMS, Safer Vehicles and standards 
2. Conventions/Agreements: Above the regional average in Convention on Road Traffic '68, below the regional average on all other aspects.
3. ADR’57: Far below the average on all aspects.
4. Vehicles Regulation  Agreement’58: Far below the regional average on all aspects.
5. Convention on Road Traffic’68: Similar to the regional average on all aspects.
6. Road Signs and Signals’68: Far below the average on all aspects.
7. AETR’70: Far below the average on all aspects.
8. AGR’75: Far below the average on all aspects.
9. Agreement on Technical Inspections’97: Far below the average on all aspects.
Overall strengths: Convention on Road Traffic '68  Weaknesses: ADR’57, Convention on Road Signs and Signals '68, AETR '70, AGR '75, 
Agreement on Tech Inspections '97, Vehicles Regs Agreement’58 

 1.1. ADR '57 1.2. Vehicles Regs Agreement 58 1.3. Convention on Road Traffic '68

  1.4. Convention on Road Signs and Signals '68 1.5. AETR '70 1.6. AGR '75 1.7. Agreement on Tech Inspections '97 

Conventions and Agreements      

1 

2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 

Kyrgyzstan 
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Comments on Kyrgyzstan charts: Management and Coordination 

1. Management: Slightly above the regional average in Road Safety Agency, Road Safety Strategy, similar to the regional average in Realistic Targets and Safety Sustainability. 
Below the regional average in Mandatory insurance. 
2. Road Safety Agency: Above the average in Legislation and Coordination Body, similar to the average in Staffed & Funded Secretariat. Below the average in Funding. 
3. Road Safety Strategy: Above the average in Strategy and Stakeholder Consulting, below the regional average on all other aspects. 

4. Realistic Targets: Above the average in Realistic Targets and Action Plan, below the average on all other aspects. 
5. Safety Sustainability: Below the regional average on most aspects, above the average in Losses to Economy. 
6. Mandatory Insurance: Far below the regional average on all aspects (very low) 

Overall Strengths: none     Weaknesses: Road Safety Agency, Road Safety Strategy, Realistic Targets, Safety Sustainability, Mandatory Insurance 

 

   

                              1.8. Road Safety Agency

 

                                1.9. Road Safety Strategy 

  

1.10. Realistic targets

  

1.11. Safety sustainability 

 

                        1.12. Mandatory insurance 

  

1 2 3 

4 5 6 

Management + Coordination 
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Comments on Kyrgyzstan charts: Support Systems 

1. Support Systems: Similar to the regional average, slightly below in Unified data system and Signing Systems.
2. Driver Licences: Similar to the regional average in Commercial Drivers, slightly above in Practical and Theoretical Testing. Below the average in System.
3. Unified Data System: Below the regional average on all aspects. Both Kyrgyzstan and regional average are very low.
4. Common M+E system: Similar to the regional average. Both Kyrgyzstan and regional average are very low.
5. Signing Systems: Below the regional average in Signing/Standards, Program for Improvements. Similar to the average in Budgets Estimated. Above average in Needs Identified.
6. Rd Safety Audit: Similar to the regional average. Both Kyrgyzstan and regional average are very low. 
7. Best Practice Sharing: Similar to the regional average. Both Kyrgyzstan and regional average are very low.
8. Harmonised Penalties: Similar to the regional average. Both Kyrgyzstan and regional average are very low.

Overall Strengths: none     Weaknesses: Driver Licences, Unified Data System, Common M+E System, Signing systems, Rd Safety Audit, Best Practice Sharing, Harmonised Penalties 

    1.13 Driver Licences 1.14. Unified Data System 1.15. Common M+E system 

1.16. Signing systems 1.17. Road Safety Audit 1.18. Best practice sharing 1.19. Harmonised penalties 

8

1 3 4 

5 6 7

Support systems 
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Comments on Kyrgyzstan charts: Safer Infrastructure 

1. Safer Infrastructure: Above the regional average on all aspects. 
2. Safety Engineering: Above the regional average in Safety Audits and BSM, below the average in Freight routes and Residential Areas and Cost Effective Measures. 
3. Safety Audits: Below the regional average in Legal Basis and Rd Authorities. Above the regional average on all other aspects. 
4. Black Spot Management: Above the regional average on all aspects. 
5. Freight and Residential Areas: Below the regional average on all aspects (very low). 
6. Cost Effective Measures: Below the regional average on all aspects. Both Kyrgyzstan and regional average are very low. 
7. Safe Parking: Below the regional average in Signing, similar to the average in Secure Off-Rd Parking. Above the regional average on all other aspects. 
8. Capacity Building: Above the regional average on all aspects. 

Overall Strengths: BSM, Safe Parking, Capacity Building     Weaknesses: Safety Engineering, Safety Audits, Freight and Residential Areas, Cost Effective Measures 

 

       

                        2. Safety Engineering 

 

                         2.1. Safety Audits 

 

           2.2. Black Spot Management

 
       2.3. Freight routes avoiding residential  areas         

 
 

                 2.4. Cost effective measures

 

                        2.5. Safe Parking 

  

                     2.6.  Capacity building 
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Sector 2. Safer Infrastructure 
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Comments on Kyrgyzstan charts: Safer Vehicles + Standards 

1. Technical Inspections:  Below the average in Legal Basis, International Conventions, and Number of Defective Vehicles. Above the average on all other aspects.  

2. International Safety Regulations:  Far below the regional average on all aspects (very low). 

3. Transport of dangerous goods:  Far below the regional average on all aspects (very low). 

 

Overall Strengths: none     Weaknesses: Technical Inspections, International Safety Regulations, Transport of dangerous goods 

 

 

 

                    
                                  3.1. Technical inspections 

       

                                   

                    3.2. International safety regulations applied 

 

 

                      3.3. Transport of dangerous goods 
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Sector 3. Safer Vehicles + Standards 
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                  4.1-7. Impact indicators (legislation in place for) 

 

                                      4.8. Public awareness 

 
                              4.9. Effective traffic policing 

 

                                 4.10. Internal safety policies 

 

 

Comments on Kyrgyzstan charts: Safer Road Users 
1. Similar to the regional average in Safety Legislation, 
Internal Safety Policies, Police Enforcement. Below 
average in Improved Public Awareness. 
2. Impact Indicators (in place for): Above the average 
on most aspects. Below the average in Child Restraints. 
3. Public Awareness:  Similar to the regional average in 
Age appropriate material. Below the regional average 
on other aspects. 
4. Effective Traffic Policing:  Above in Traffic Police 
have Manpower&Vehs. Below the average on other 
aspects. 
5. Internal Safety Policies:  Similar to the average on all 
aspects. Slightly above the regional average in Large 
Private Sector. However, still very low. 

Overall Strengths:  Safety Legislation     Weaknesses:  
Public Awareness, Traffic Policing,  Intl Safety Policies 

 

1 2 3 
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5

1 

Sector 4. Safe Road Users 
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Comments on Kyrgyzstan charts: Emergency Medical Care 
1. EMS: Similar to the regional average in EMS and Fair Settlements. Above the regional average in Hospital Trauma Care. Far below the average on all other aspects.
2. Pre-Hospital Care: Above the average in Crash Victims First Aid and Emergency Ambulance Crews Training,
3. Hospital Trauma Care: Below the average in First Aid Training. Above the average on all other aspects.
4. Rehabilitation: Below the average on all aspects. Both Kyrgyzstan and regional average are very low. 
5. Fair Settlements:  Above the average in Traffic Police Investigating Crashes and Correct Crash Causes Identified. Below the average on other aspect.
6. Single emergency number: Below the average on all aspects. Both Kyrgyzstan and regional average are very low.

Overall Strengths:  none      Weaknesses:  Pre-Hospital Care, Hospital Trauma Care, Rehabilitation, Fair Settlements, Single emergency number. 

5.1. Pre-hospital care 5.2. Hospital trauma care 

5.3.  Rehabilitation 5.4.  Fair settlements  5.5.  Single emergency number 

2 

Sector 5. Emergency Medical Services 
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1 3 
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6.1. Government /CSO partnerships 6.2. Schools traffic education 

6.3. Driver rectification courses 6.4. Good behaviour rewards 

Comments on Kyrgyzstan charts: Changing Attitudes 
1. Changing Attitudes: Similar to the regional average.
Both Kyrgyzstan and regional average are very low. 
Below the regional average in School Traffic Education. 
2. Government /CSO Partnerships: Similar to the 
regional average in Legal Basis. Above the average in 
CSO involved. Below the average on other aspects. 
3. Schools traffic education: Below the regional average.
Both Kyrgyzstan and regional average are very low. 
4. Driver rectification courses:  Similar to the regional
average on all aspects.  Both Kyrgyzstan and regional 
average are very low. 
5. Good behaviour rewards:  Similar to the regional
average on all aspects but both Kyrgyzstan and regional 
average are very low. 

Overall Strengths:  none     Weaknesses:  Gvnt/CSO 
Partnerships, Schools traffic education, Rectification 
courses, Behaviour rewards. 

1 2 

Sector 6. Changing attitudes 
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Annex H 

Moldova – Benchmarking 
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Overview 

Comments on Moldova charts: Conventions and Agreements 
1. Overview: Similar to the regional average in EMS. Above the regional average in Institutional Improvements, Safer Infrastructure, Safer
Vehs+Stds, Safe Road Users, and Changing Attitudes. 
2. Conventions and Agreements: Above average in ADR’57, Convention on Rd Traffic '68, Rd Signs&Signals '68, AGR '75. Below average on all other
aspects. 
3. ADR’57: Above the regional average on all aspects.
4. Vehicles Regs Agreement’58: Far below the regional average on all aspects.
5. Convention on Road Traffic’68: Similar to the average in UNECE Working Parties and Regular Check. Above average on all other aspects.
6. Road Signs and Signals’68: Above the regional average on all aspects.

7. AETR’70: Far below the regional average on all aspects (very low). 
8. AGR’75: Above the regional average on all aspects.
9. Agreement on Technical Inspections’97: Far below the regional average on all aspects (very low).
Overall strengths: ADR’57, Rd Traffic '68, Rd Signs and Signals '68, AGR '75 Weaknesses: Vehs Regs Agreement’58, AETR '70, Tech Inspections '97 

1.1. ADR '57 1.2. Vehicles Regs Agreement 58 1.3. Convention on Road Traffic '68

 1.4. Convention on Road Signs and Signals '68 1.5. AETR '70 1.6. AGR '75 1.7. Agreement on Tech Inspections '97 
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Moldova 

Conventions and Agreements 
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Comments on Moldova charts: Management and Coordination 

1. Management: Below the average in Safety Sustainability, above the regional average on all other aspects. 

2. Road Safety Agency: Far below the average in Legislation, above the regional average on all other aspects. 

3. Road Safety Strategy: Above the average on all aspects. 

4. Realistic Targets: Far above the average on all aspects. 

5. Safety Sustainability: Below the regional average on all aspects. Both Moldova and regional average are very low. 

6. Mandatory Insurance: Above the average on all aspects. 

Overall Strengths: Road Safety Strategy, Realistic Targets, and Mandatory Insurance     Weaknesses: Road Safety Agency, Safety Sustainability. 

 

    

                     1.8. Road Safety Agency

 

                    1.9. Road Safety Strategy

 
1.10. Realistic targets

  

                   1.11. Safety sustainability 

 

                 1.12. Mandatory insurance 
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Management and Coordination 
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   1.13 Driver Licences 1.14. Unified Data System 1.15. Common M+E system 

1.16. Signing systems 1.17. Road Safety Audit 1.18. Best practice sharing 1.19. Harmonised penalties 

Management + Coordination

8 

1 2 4

5 6 7

Support systems 

Management + Coordination

Comments on Moldova charts: Support Systems 

1. Support Systems: Similar to the regional average in Signing Systems, Unified Data System. Above the average in Driver Licences. Below the average in other aspects.

2. Driver Licences: Above the average on all aspects.

3. Unified Data System: Above average in Common Core Items, Dissemination System. Similar to regional average on other aspects.

4. Common M+E system: Below the regional average on all aspects. Both Moldova and regional average are very low.

5. Signing Systems: Above the average in Signing/Standards and Program for Improvements. Below the average on other aspects.

6. Rd Safety Audit: Below the regional average on all aspects. Both Moldova and regional average are very low.

7. Best Practice Sharing: Below the regional average on all aspects. Both Moldova and regional average are very low.

8. Harmonised Penalties. Below the regional average on all aspects. Both Moldova and regional average are very low.

Overall Strengths: Driver Licenses     Weaknesses: Unified Data System, Common M+E System, Signing systems, Rd Safety Audit, Best Practice Sharing, Harmonised Penalties 

3
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Comments on Moldova charts: Safer Infrastructure 

1. Safer Infrastructure: Above the regional average in Safe Parking. Similar to the average in Safety Engineering. Below the regional average in Capacity Building.

2. Safety Engineering: Above the regional average in Freight and Residential Areas and Cost Effective Measures. Below the regional average on other aspects.

3. Safety Audits: Above the regional average in New Rds Audit and Budget for RSA. Similar to the regional average in RSA Recommendations. Below the average on other aspects.

4. Black Spot Management: Above the regional average in Hazardous Impr. Program. Below the regional average on all other aspects.

5. Freight and Residential Areas: Above the regional average in Freight Traffic Surveys, Alternative Routes, Signing, and Traffic in Resid Areas. Below the average on other aspects.

6. Cost Effective Measures: Above the regional average in Updated Cost and Hazardous Locations Improved. Below the regional average on other aspects.

7. Safe Parking: Below the average in Freight Transport. Above the average on all other aspects.

8. Capacity Building: Similar to the average in Adequate Manuals, below the average on all other aspects.

Overall Strengths: none     Weaknesses: Safety Engineering, Safety Audits, BSM, Freight and Residential Areas, Cost Effective Measures, Safe Parking, Capacity Building

2. Safety Engineering 2.1. Safety Audits            2.2. Black Spot Management

        2.3. Freight routes avoiding residential areas   2.4. Cost effective measures 2.5. Safe Parking 2.6.  Capacity building 

1 2 3 4
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Sector 2. Safer Infrastructure 
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Comments on Moldova charts: Safer Vehicles + Standards 

1. Technical Inspections: Well above the regional on most aspects. Similar to the average in No. of Defective Vehs

2. International Safety Regulations: Above the average on all aspects.

3. Transport of dangerous goods: Well above the regional average on all aspects.

Overall Strengths: Technical Inspections, Transport of Dangerous Goods     Weaknesses: Adequate Controls to prevent import of fake parts 

3.1. Technical inspections 3.2. Intern'l safety regs applied 3.3. Transport of dangerous goods 

1 3

Sector 2. Safer Infrastructure 

Sector 3. Safer Vehicles + Standards 
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                  4.1-7. Impact indicators (legislation in place for) 

 

                                      4.8. Public awareness 

     
                              4.9. Effective traffic policing 

 

                                 4.10. Internal safety policies 

 

 

 Comments on Moldova charts: Safer Road Users 

1. Safe Road Users: Below the average in Internal Safety 

Policies, above the average on all other aspects. 

2. Impact Indicators (legislation in place for):  Above the 

average on all aspects. 

3. Public Awareness:  Above the average in Media 

Campaigns and CSO and Private Sector Financing 

4. Effective Traffic Policing: Above the average on all 

aspects. 

5. Internal Safety Policies: Similar to the average in Rd 

Safety Orgs’ Guidance. All aspects very low. 

Overall Strengths:  Safety Legislation, Effective Traffic 

Policing     Weaknesses:  Public Awareness, Internal 

Safety Policies 

1 2 3 

4

1 
5

1 

Sector 4.  Safe Road Users 
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      5.1. Pre-hospital care 5.2. Hospital trauma care 

5.3.  Rehabilitation 5.4.  Fair settlements  5.5.  Single emergency number 

Sector 5. Emergency Medical Services 

6

1

4

1 1

1 2 3 

Comments on Moldova charts: Emergency Medical Care 

1. EMS: Above average on EMS and Hospital Trauma Care but below average on other aspects.

2. Pre-Hospital Care: Well above average on all aspects.

3. Hospital Trauma Care: Well above average on Hospital Emergency Dept and Victims Receiving good care. Below average on other aspects.

4. Rehabilitation:  Similar to regional average on control centres but below average on all other aspects.

5. Fair Settlements: Below even the very low regional average on all aspects.

6. Single emergency number: Well below regional average on all aspects.

Overall Strengths: Pre-Hospital Care     Weaknesses:  Hospital Trauma Care, Rehabilitation, Fair Settlements, Single emergency number. 

5
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                              6.1. Govt/CSO partnerships 

 

                             6.2. Schools traffic education 

 
                           6.3. Driver rectification courses 

 

                               6.4. Good behaviour rewards 

 

 

Comments on Moldova charts: Changing Attitudes 

1. Changing Attitudes: Above average on Govt/CSO 

Partnerships and similar to average on other aspects. 

2. Govt/CSO Partnerships: Above average on Legal 

Basis and CSO Involvement and similar to average on 

other aspects. 

3. Schools traffic education: Similar to the very low 

regional average on all aspects. 

4. Driver rectification courses: Above average on 

driver database but similar to the very low average on 

other aspects. 

5. Good behaviour rewards: Similar to the very low 

regional average on all aspects. 

Overall Strengths: Govt/CSO partnerships 

Weaknesses: School Traffic Education, Driver 

Rectification Courses, Good Behaviour Rewards 
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Annex I 

Tajikistan – Benchmarking 
  

Sector 2. Safer Infrastructure 
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Overview  

 

Comments on Tajikistan charts: Conventions and Agreements 
1.Overview: Similar to the regional average on all aspects, slightly above average in Safer Vehs+Stds, and slightly below average in Changing Attitudes 
2. Above regional average in ADR’57, Convention on Road Traffic '68, Convention on Road Signs and Signals '68, AETR '70. Below  average in AGR '75, 
Agreement on Tech Inspections '97, Vehicles Regs Agreement’58 
3. ADR’57: Far above regional  average on all aspects 
4. Vehicles Regs Agreement’58: Far below average on all aspects. Both Tajikistan and regional average are very low. 
5. Convention on Road Traffic’68: Similar to regional average on all aspects 
6. Road Signs and Signals’68: Slightly above  regional average on all aspects 
7. AETR’70: Slightly above regional average on all aspects 
8. AGR’75: Far below regional average on all aspects 
9. Agreement on Technical Inspections’97: Below the regional average. Both Tajikistan and regional average are very low 
Overall strengths: ADR’57,  Convention on Road Traffic’68, Convention on Road Signs and Signals '68, AETR '70  Weaknesses: AGR '75, Agreement on 
Tech Inspections '97, Vehicles Regs Agreement’58 

 

 

1.1. ADR '57

 

1.2. Vehicles Regs Agreement’58

 

1.3. Convention on Road Traffic '68

 
  1.4. Convention on Road Signs and Signals '68 

 

1.5. AETR '70 

 

1.6. AGR '75 

 

1.7. Agreement on Tech Inspections '97 
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 1.8. Road Safety Agency   1.9. Road Safety Strategy

1.10. Realistic targets 1.11. Safety sustainability 1.12. Mandatory insurance 

1 2 3 

4 5 

Management + Coordination 

Comments on Tajikistan charts: Management and Coordination 

1. Management: Below the regional average in RS Strategy, above  the average on all other aspects

2. Road Safety Agency:  Slightly below the regional average in Staffing and Funding, above the average on all other aspects

3. Road Safety Strategy: Below the regional average on all aspects (very low).

4. Realistic Targets: Above the regional average on all aspects

5. Safety Sustainability: Below the regional average in Losses to Economy. Similar to the average in Investments. Far above the average on all other aspects

6. Mandatory Insurance: Above the average in Enforcement and Compulsory Insurance, far below the regional average in Uninsured Vehicles (very low).

Overall Strengths:       Road Safety Agency,  Realistic Targets     Weaknesses: Road Safety Strategy, Safety Sustainability, Mandatory Insurance 

6
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Comments on Tajikistan charts: Support Systems 

1. Support Systems: Similar to the regional average on all aspects 
2. Driver Licences: Similar to the regional average on all aspects 
3. Unified Data System: Slightly below the regional average on all aspects (very low) 
4. Common M+E system: Both Tajikistan and regional average are very low on all aspects 
5. Signing Systems: Similar to the regional average, slightly above average in Needs Identified and Signing. Slightly below average in Program for Improvement 
6. Rd Safety Audit: Both Tajikistan and regional average are very low on all aspects 
7. Best Practice Sharing: Both Tajikistan and regional average are very low on all aspects 
8. Harmonised Penalties. Both Tajikistan and regional average are very low on all aspects 

Overall Strengths:  Driver Licences     Weaknesses: Unified Data System, Common M+E system, Signing Systems, Rd Safety Audit, Best Practice Sharing, Harmonised Penalties 

 

 

                           1.13 Driver Licences 

 

                     1.14. Unified Data System 

 

                      1.15. Common M+E system 

 
1.16. Signing systems 

 

1.17. Road Safety Audit 

 

                    1.18. Best practice sharing 

 

                     1.19. Harmonised penalties 
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2. Safety Engineering 2.1. Safety Audits            2.2. Black Spot Management

 2.3. Freight routes avoiding residential  areas   2.4. Cost effective measures 2.5. Safe Parking 2.6.  Capacity building 

1 2 3 4

1

1
6 7 8 

Sector 2. Safer Infrastructure 

Comments on Tajikistan charts: Safer Infrastructure 

1. Safer Infrastructure: Similar to the regional average on all aspect. Both regional and Tajikistan average are low.
2. Safety Engineering: Above the average in BSM, below the regional average on all other aspects. Both Tajikistan and regional average are very low
3. Safety Audits: Below the regional average on all aspects. Both Tajikistan and regional average are very low
4. Black Spot Management: Slightly below the average in BSM Manuals, above the regional average on all other aspects
5. Freight and Residential Areas: Far above  the average in Legal Framework, far below on all other aspects (very low)
6. Cost Effective Measures: Both Tajikistan and regional average are very low. Slightly above  the regional average in Hazardous Locations
7. Safe Parking: Slightly above the average in Legal Framework. Similar to the regional average in Freight Transport, Secure off-road parking. Below the average on other aspects
8. Capacity Building: Similar to the regional average, slightly above in Safe Design for Students and below the average in Adequate manuals.

Overall Strengths:   BSM  Weaknesses: Safety Engineering, Safety Audits, Freight and Residential Areas, Cost Effective Measures, Safe Parking, Capacity Building 

5
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Comments on Tajikistan charts: Safer Vehicles + Standards 

1. Technical Inspections:  Above the regional average in Legal Basis, Agency, Gvt Certified Workshops and International Conventions, below the regional average on all other aspects.

2. International Safety Regulations:  Far above  the regional average on all aspects

3. Transport of dangerous goods:  Above  the average in ADR certified drivers and vehicles ,  below the average in Emergency Services Training

Overall Strengths: International Safety Regulations   Weaknesses:  Technical Inspections, Transport of dangerous goods 

3.1. Technical inspections 3.2. International safety regulations applied 3.3. Transport of dangerous goods 

Sector 3. Safer Vehicles + Standards 

1 2 3
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                  4.1-7. Impact indicators (legislation in place for) 

 

                                      4.8. Public awareness 

   
                              4.9. Effective traffic policing 

 

                                 4.10. Internal safety policies 

 

 

 
Comments on Tajikistan charts: Safer Road Users 

1.  Below the average in Improved Public Awareness, 

similar to the regional average on all other aspects 

2. Impact Indicators (in place for): Similar to the regional 

average in Child Restraints, below the average in Seat 

Belts. Above of the average on all other aspects 

3. Public Awareness: Below the average on all aspects.  

Both Tajikistan and regional average are very low. 

4. Effective Traffic Policing: Similar to the regional 

average, slightly above in Manpower and Vehicles  for 

Traffic Police. 

5. Internal Safety Policies: Similar to the regional average. 

Both Tajikistan and regional average are very low. 

Overall Strengths:  Impact Indicators (in place for), 

Effective Traffic Policing     Weaknesses:  Public 

Awareness,  International Safety Policies 
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Sector 4. Safe Road Users 
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5.1. Pre-hospital care 5.2. Hospital trauma care 

5.3.  Rehabilitation 

 

5.4.  Fair settlements  5.5.  Single emergency number 

1 1

Sector 5. Emergency Medical Services 

Comments on Tajikistan charts: Emergency Medical Care 

1. EMS: Similar to the regional average in Hospital Trauma Care, and Rehabilitation. Above average in EMS and Fair Settlements. Below average in  Single Emergency Number

2. Pre-Hospital Care: Below the average in First aid for Crash Victims in 30 min, above  the average on all other aspects.

3. Hospital Trauma Care:  Above  the regional average in Appropriate Treatment and Hospital Emergency Ward, below the average on all other aspects

4. Rehabilitation:  Similar to average on all aspects. Both Tajikistan and regional average are very low.

5. Fair Settlements: Below the average in Fair Settlements and Justice, above on all other aspects

6. Single emergency number:  Below the regional average on all aspects (very low).

Overall Strengths:  none   Weaknesses:  Pre-Hospital Care, Hospital Trauma Care, Rehabilitation, Fair Settlements, Single emergency number. 

1 2 3
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                              6.1. Govt/CSO partnerships 

 

                             6.2. Schools traffic education 

     
                           6.3. Driver rectification courses 

 

                               6.4. Good behaviour rewards 

 

 

 
Comments on Tajikistan charts: Changing Attitudes 

1. Changing Attitudes:  Both Tajikistan and regional 

average are very low. Below the regional average in 

Government /CSO Partnerships, School Traffic 

Education. 

2. Govt/CSO Partnerships:  Below the regional average 

on all aspects. 

3. Schools traffic education. Below the regional average 

on all aspects. Both Tajikistan and regional average are 

very low. 
4. Driver rectification courses: Similar to average. Both 

Tajikistan and regional average are very low.  

5. Good behaviour rewards:  Similar to the average. 

Both Tajikistan and regional average are very low. 

Overall Strengths: none     Weaknesses:  Govt/CSO 

Partnerships, Schools traffic education, Driver 

rectification courses, Good behaviour rewards. 
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Sector 6. Changing attitudes 
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Annex J 

Turkmenistan – Benchmarking 
  

Support systems  
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Overview  

 

Comments on Turkmenistan charts: Conventions and Agreements 

1. Overview: Slightly above the average in Safe Road Users. Below  average in  all other aspects  

2. Conventions and Agreements: Ahead of the regional average in Conventions on Road Traffic '68, and on Road Signs and Signals '68, AETR '70. 

Below  the average in ADR’57, AGR '75, Agreement on Tech Inspections '97, Vehicles Regs Agreement’58 

3. ADR’57: Far below the average on all aspects. 

4. Vehicles Regs Agreement’58: Far below the average on all aspects. 

5. Convention on Road Traffic’68: Similar to the regional average on all aspects. 

6. Road Signs and Signals’68: Above the regional average on all aspects. 

7. AETR’70: Above the regional average on all aspects. 

8. AGR’75: Far below the average on all aspects. 

9. Agreement on Technical Inspections’97: Far below the average on all aspects. 

Overall strengths:  Convention on Road Traffic '68, Convention on Road Signs and Signals '68, AETR '70 Weaknesses: ADR’57, AGR '75, Agreement on 

Tech Inspections '97, Vehicles Regulations s Agreement’58 
 

 

1.1. ADR '57

 

1.2. Vehicles Regs Agreement 58

 

1.3. Convention on Road Traffic '68

 
  1.4. Convention on Road Signs and Signals '68 

 

1.5. AETR '70 

 

1.6. AGR '75 

 

1.7. Agreement on Tech Inspections '97 
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1.8. Road Safety Agency 1.9. Road Safety Strategy

1.10. Realistic targets 1.11. Safety sustainability 1.12. Mandatory insurance 

1 2 3

4 5 

Management + Coordination 

Comments on Turkmenistan charts: Management and Coordination 

1. Management: Slightly above the regional average in Mandatory Insurance. Below the regional average on all aspects.

2. Road Safety Agency: Slightly above the regional average in Staffing, similar to the regional average in Safety Funding, below the average on all other aspects.

3. Road Safety Strategy: Below  the regional average on all aspects (very low)

4. Realistic Targets: Below  the regional average on all aspects (very low)

5. Safety Sustainability: Below the regional average on all aspects (very low)

6. Mandatory Insurance: Above the regional average on all aspects
Overall Strengths: none Weaknesses: Road Safety Agency, Road Safety Strategy, Realistic Targets, Safety Sustainability, Mandatory Insurance 

6
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Comments on Turkmenistan charts: Support Systems 

1. Support Systems: Similar to average in driver licenses but below average in Signing systems, Common M+E System, Unified Data System, Rd Safety Audit
2. Driver Licences: Above the average in Theoretical and Practical Testing, Further Tests for Commercial Drivers. Below the average in System (very low).
3. Unified Data System: Both Turkmenistan and regional average are very low on all aspects
4. Common M+E system: Similar to the regional average on all aspects. Both Turkmenistan and regional average are very low.
5. Signing Systems: Below the regional average. Both Turkmenistan and regional average are very low on all aspects
6. Rd Safety Audit: Similar to the regional average on all aspects. Both Turkmenistan and regional average are very low.
7. Best Practice Sharing: Similar to the regional average on all aspects. Both Turkmenistan and regional average are very low.
8. Harmonised Penalties: Similar to the regional average on all aspects. Both Turkmenistan and regional average are very low.

Overall Strengths: none      Weaknesses: Driver Licences, Unified Data System, Common M+E System, Signing systems, Rd Safety Audit, Best Practice Sharing, Harmonised Penalties 

   1.13 Driver Licences 1.14. Unified Data System 1.15. Common M+E system 

1.16. Signing systems 1.17. Road Safety Audit 1.18. Best practice sharing 1.19. Harmonised penalties 
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Support Systems 
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Comments on Turkmenistan charts: Safer Infrastructure 
1. Safer Infrastructure: Behind the regional average on most aspects. Similar to the average in Safety Engineering. Both Turkmenistan and regional average are very low on all aspects.
2. Safety Engineering: Similar to the regional average, slightly above the average in BSM. Both Turkmenistan and regional average are very low on all aspects.
3. Safety Audits: Far above the regional average in Legal Basis. Below he regional average on all other aspects
4. Black Spot Management: Far above the  average in Legal Basis, BSM Recommendation. Similar to the average in Funds for BSM . Below ave BSM Manuals, BS Investigators, Annual Program.
5. Freight and Residential Areas:  Far above the regional average in Legal Framework. Below the regional average on all other aspects (very low).
6. Cost Effective Measures: Similar to the regional average, slightly below the average in Cost of Crashes Known, Hazardous Locations Improved.
7. Safe Parking: Far below the regional average on all aspects. Both Turkmenistan and regional average are very low.
8. Capacity Building: Far below the regional average on all aspects. Both Turkmenistan and regional average are very low.
Overall Strengths: none Weaknesses:   Safety Engineering, Safety Audits, BSM, Freight and Residential Areas, Cost Effective Measures, Safe Parking, Capacity Building. 

2. Safety Engineering 2.1. Safety Audits            2.2. Black Spot Management

 2.3. Freight routes avoiding residential  areas   2.4. Cost effective measures 2.5. Safe Parking 2.6.  Capacity building 

Support systems
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Sector 2. Safer Infrastructure 
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Comments on Turkmenistan charts: Safer Vehicles + Standards 

1. Technical Inspections:  Far below the regional average on all aspects (very low).

2. International Safety Regulations:  Similar to the regional average in Imported Vehicle standards, behind the regional average on all other aspects (very low).

3. Transport of dangerous goods:  Far below the regional average on all aspects (very low).

Overall Strengths: none Weaknesses: Technical Inspections, International Safety Regulations, Transport of dangerous goods 

           
3.1. Technical inspections 3.2. International safety regs applied 3.3. Transport of dangerous goods 

1 3

Sector 3. Safer Vehicles + Standards 

tds
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4.1-7. Impact indicators (legislation in place for) 4.8. Public awareness 

4.9. Effective traffic policing  4.10. Internal safety policies 

Comments on Turkmenistan charts: Safer Road Users 
1. Safe Road Users: Similar to the regional average on all 
aspects. Slightly Above the average in Safety Legislation 
and Police Enforcement 
2. Impact Indicators (legislation in place for):  Above the 
average on all aspects. 
3. Public Awareness:  Above the average in Media
Campaigns, Govt Budget for Publicity. Below the regional 
average in Age Appropriate Material and CSO Financing 
4. Effective Traffic Policing:  Above  the average in
Manpower, Vehicles s, and Training for Traffic Police 
5. Internal Safety Policies: Similar to the regional
average. Both Turkmenistan and regional average are 
very low. 

Overall Strengths: Safety Legislation     Weaknesses: 
Public Awareness, Effective Traffic Policing,  Internal 
Safety Policies 
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1

Sector 4. Safe Road Users 
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Comments on Turkmenistan charts: Emergency Medical Care 

1. EMS: Similar to the regional average in Fair Settlements, far below the average on all other aspects.
2. Pre-Hospital Care: Far below the average on all aspects (very low). 
3. Hospital Trauma Care:  Far below the average on all aspects. Both Turkmenistan and regional average are very low.
4. Rehabilitation:  Below the average on all aspects. Both Turkmenistan and regional average are very low.
5. Fair Settlements:  Above the regional average in Nationwide Motor Vehicle Insurance and Fair Settlements and Justice. Behind the average on all other aspects.
6. Single emergency number:  Below the average on all aspects. Both Turkmenistan and regional average are very low.

Overall Strengths:  none      Weaknesses:  Pre-Hospital Care, Hospital Trauma Care, Rehabilitation, Fair Settlements, Single emergency number. 

5.1. Pre-hospital care 5.2. Hospital trauma care 

5.3.  Rehabilitation 5.4.  Fair settlements  5.5.  Single emergency number 
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Sector 5. Emergency Medical Services 
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6.1. Govt/CSO partnerships 6.2. Schools traffic education 

6.3. Driver rectification courses 6.4. Good behaviour rewards 

Comments on Turkmenistan charts: Changing Attitudes 

1. Changing Attitudes:  Both Turkmenistan and regional
average are very low. Below the regional average in 
Govt/CSO Partnerships, School Traffic Education. 
2. Govt/CSO Partnerships:  Below the regional average 
on all aspects. 
3. Schools traffic education: Below the regional average 
on all aspects. Both Turkmenistan and regional average 
are very low. 
4. Driver rectification courses:  Similar to the regional
average, above in Legal Basis.  Both Turkmenistan and 
regional average are very low. 
5. Good behaviour rewards:  Similar to the regional
average.  Both Turkmenistan and regional average are 
very low. 
Overall Strengths: none     Weaknesses:  Govt/CSO 
Partnerships, Schools traffic education, Driver 
rectification courses, Good behaviour rewards. 
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Annex K 

Ukraine – Benchmarking 
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Overview  

 

Comments on Ukraine charts: Conventions and Agreements 

1. Overview: Similar to regional average in 5 sectors but significantly below in safe vehicles. 
2. Conventions/Agreements: Above average on 5 conventions, slightly behind on AETR’70 and far  behind on Convention on Road Traffic’68. 
3. ADR’57: Above average in all aspects of the convention. 
4. Vehicles Regs Agreement’58: Well above average on 3 aspects, but below average on 4 aspects. 
5. Convention on Road Traffic’68: Similar to average on 2 aspects but significantly below average on 5 aspects. 
6. Road Signs and Signals’68: Above average on all aspects. 
7. AETR’70: Above average in 4 aspects but below average in 3 aspects. 
8. AGR’75: Above average in all aspects. 
9. Agreement on Technical Inspections’97: Well above average in 4 aspects but below average in 3 aspects.  

Overall strengths: ADR’57, Road Signs and Signals’68, AGR’75   Weaknesses: Vehicles Regs Agreement’58, Agreement on Technical Inspections’97  

 

 

1.1. ADR '57

 

1.2. Vehicles Regs Agreement 58

 

1.3. Convention on Road Traffic '68 

 
    1.4. Convention on Road Signs and Signals '68 

 

1.5. AETR '70 

 

1.6. AGR '75 

 

      1.7. Agreement on Tech Inspections '97 
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Comments on Ukraine charts: Management and Coordination 

1. Management: Above regional average in strategy and targets but significantly below average on other aspects of management. 
2. Road Safety Agency: Very far below regional average of region in all aspects.  
3. Road Safety Strategy: Above regional average in 2 aspects but below regional average in approval and implementation. 
4. Realistic Targets: Similar to regional average in all aspects. 
5. Safety Sustainability: Below even the very low average for the region. 
6. Mandatory Insurance: Above regional average in enforcement but below average and very below average in other aspects. 

Overall Strengths: Realistic targets     Weaknesses: Safety sustainability, road safety agency 

 

 

   

                       1.8. Road Safety Agency 

  

                                1.9. Road Safety Strategy 

  
1.10. Realistic targets

  

                   1.11. Safety sustainability 

  
 

1.12. Mandatory insurance 
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Comments on Ukraine charts: Support Systems 

1. Support Systems: Below regional average in all aspect except signing systems where it is above average. 
2. Driver Licences: Far below regional average in all aspects. 
3. Unified Data System: Below even the very low regional average in all aspects. 
4. Common M+E system: Along with regional average, almost zero progress in this area. 
5. Signing Systems: Above regional average in 3 aspects but in common with average very low/zero progress on budgets. 
6. Rd Safety Audit: Along with regional average, almost zero progress in all aspects. 
7. Best Practice Sharing: Along with regional average, almost zero progress in all aspects. 
8. Harmonised Penalties. Below even the very low regional average in all aspects. 

Overall Strengths: Some aspects of signing     Weaknesses: driver licences, data system, M+E system, safety audit, best practices, and harmonised penalties. 

 

 

                           1.13 Driver Licences 

 

                     1.14. Unified Data System 

 

                      1.15. Common M+E system 

 
1.16. Signing systems 

 

1.17. Road Safety Audit 

 

                    1.18. Best practice sharing 

 

                     1.19. Harmonised penalties 
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Comments on Ukraine charts: Safer Infrastructure 
1. Safer Infrastructure: Almost exactly same as the regional average but both at a very low level. 
2. Safety Engineering: Above regional average for black spots, similar to average on 2 cost effective measures and freight  but below average in one aspect. 
3. Safety Audits: Well below average on all aspects. 
4. Black Spot Management: Above average in 5 aspects and slightly below average on  BSM manual 
5. Freight and Residential Areas: Above average on 5 aspects and slightly below average on commercial through traffic   
6. Cost Effective Measures: Similar to very low regional average in all aspects. 
7. Safe Parking: Far above regional average in potential parking signing, above average in freight but below average in most other aspects. 
8. Capacity Building: Far above average in capacity building but below even the very low regional average in the other 3 aspects. 

Overall Strengths: Black Spot management, freight routes     Weaknesses: cost effective measures, safety audits, capacity building                

 

       

                            2. Safety Engineering 

 

                             2.1. Safety Audits 

 

             2.2. Black Spot Management

 
2.3. Freight routes avoiding resid areas 

 

                 2.4. Cost effective measures

 

                        2.5. Safe Parking

 

                     2.6.  Capacity building 
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Comments on Ukraine charts: Safer Vehicles + Standards 

1. Technical Inspections: Far below regional average in all aspects.
2. International Safety Regulations: Far below regional average in all aspects.
3. Transport of dangerous goods: Far below average in ADR certified Drivers and Vehicles and in ems services

Overall Strengths: None     Weaknesses: Technical inspections, International relations, Transport of dangerous goods  

3.1. Technical inspections 3.2. Internaional safety regs applied 3.3. Transport of dangerous goods 

Sector 2. Safer Infrastructure 

1 2 

Sector 3. Safer Vehices + Stds 
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                  4.1-7. Impact indicators (legislation in place for) 

 

                                      4.8. Public awareness 

 
                              4.9. Effective traffic policing 

 

                                 4.10. Internal safety policies 

 

 

Comments on Ukraine charts: Safer Road Users 

1. Safe Road Users: Above average in legislation but 
below average in all other aspects.  
2. Impact Indicators (in place for): Above average in all 6 
aspects but below average in mobile phone use. 
3. Public Awareness: Below regional average in all 
aspects. 
4. Effective Traffic Policing: Well below average in all 
aspects. 
5. Internal Safety Policies: Below even the very low 
regional average in all aspects. 

Overall Strengths: Impact indicators     Weaknesses: 
Public awareness, traffic policing, internal safety policies. 
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Comments on Ukraine charts: Emergency Medical Services 

1. EMS: Similar to average in 3 aspects, ahead in one aspect and below average on single emergency number.  
2. Pre-Hospital Care: Similar to average in nationwide EMS and police/rescue training, above average in commercial drivers trained and below average in the 2 other aspects.  
3. Hospital Trauma Care:  Similar to average in 2 aspects but well above average in first aid training and %-age of hospitals having emergency departments. 
4. Rehabilitation: Below even the very low regional level in all aspects. 
5. Fair Settlements: Similar to regional average in all aspects. 
6. Single emergency number: Well below regional average in all aspects. 

Overall Strengths: Hospital trauma care     Weaknesses: Rehabilitation, single emergency number 

 

 

                                5.1. Pre-hospital care 

 

                           5.2. Hospital trauma care 

 

 

                               5.3.  Rehabilitation 

 

                             5.4.  Fair settlements  

 
 

                       5.5.  Single emergency number 
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6.1. Govt/CSO partnerships 6.2. Schools traffic education 

6.3. Driver rectification courses         6.4. Good behaviour rewards 

Comments on Ukraine charts: Changing Attitudes 

1. Changing Attitudes: Similar to the very low
regional average on all aspects 
2. Govt/CSO Partnerships: Similar to average in CSO 
Involved, below in Legal basis. Ahead on other aspects 
3. Schools traffic education: Similar to the very low
regional average in all sectors 
4. Driver rectification courses: Below even the 
extremely low regional average in all sectors 
5. Good behavior rewards: below even the extremely
low regional average in all sectors.  

Overall Strengths: None     Weaknesses: All aspects 
of changing attitudes. 
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Annex L 

Uzbekistan – Benchmarking 
  

3 

Sector 5. Emergency Medical Services 
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Overview  

 

Comments on Uzbekistan charts: Conventions and Agreements 

1. Action Plan Overview: Below regional average in all 6 sectors.  
2. Conventions and Agreements: Above average in AETR’70, AGR’75 and Conventions, and below average in 4 aspects. 
3. ADR’57: Very far below regional average in all aspects. 
4. Vehicles Regs Agreement’58: Very below average in all aspects. 
5. Convention on Road Traffic’68: Slightly above average in all aspects. 
6. Road Signs and Signals’68: Similar to regional average on all aspects. 
7. AETR’70: Above regional average in all aspects. 
8. AGR’75: Above regional average in all aspects. 
9. Agreement on Technical Inspections’97: Far below average on all aspects.  

Overall strengths: Conventions on Rd Traffic'68, Rd Signs&Signals'68, AGR '75, AETR’70 Weaknesses: ADR’57, Vehs Regs Agreement’58, Tech 
Inspections'97 

 

 

1.1. ADR '57

 

1.2. Vehicles Regs Agreement 58

 

1.3. Convention on Road Traffic '68

 
  1.4. Convention on Road Signs and Signals '68 

 

1.5. AETR '70 

 

1.6. AGR '75 

 

1.7. Agreement on Tech Inspections '97 
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Comments on Uzbekistan charts: Management and Coordination 

1. Management: Below regional average in 4 aspects but above average on “safety agency”. 
2. Road Safety Agency: Above regional average in 3 out of 4 aspects but below average on “funding”. 
3. Road Safety Strategy: Below average on 3 aspects but slightly above average in implementation. 
4. Realistic Targets: Below regional average in all aspects. 
5. Safety Sustainability: Below even the very low regional average on all aspects. 
6. Mandatory Insurance: Slightly below average on all 3 aspects. 

Overall Strengths: Some aspects of Road Safety Agency     Weaknesses: Sustainability, Targets, Strategy 
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Comments on Uzbekistan charts: Support Systems 

1. Support Systems: Below regional average on all aspects and both Uzbekistan and regional average are very low on all aspects apart from “Driver Licences”. 
2. Driver Licences: Far below regional average in all aspects. 
3. Unified Data System: Below even the very low regional average on all aspects. 
4. Common M+E system: Below even the very low regional average on all aspects. 
5. Signing Systems: Abut average on 3 aspects but below average on “Signs/Standards”. 
6. Rd Safety Audit: Below even the very low regional average on all aspects. 
7. Best Practice Sharing: Below even the very low regional average on all aspects. 
8. Harmonised Penalties: Below even the very low regional average on all aspects. 

Overall Strengths: None     Weaknesses: Unified Data System, Common M+E System, Signing systems, Rd Safety Audit, Best Practice Sharing, Harmonised Penalties 
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Comments on Uzbekistan charts: Safer Infrastructure 
1. Safer Infrastructure: Below regional average on all aspects. 
2. Safety Engineering: Below regional average on all aspects except “Safety Audits”. 
3. Safety Audits: Above  regional average in 4 aspects and slightly below regional  average on adequate manuals  
4. Black Spot Management: Far below average on all aspects 
5. Freight and Residential Areas: Similar to average on 4 aspects and slightly above average in “Signing” and “Enforcement”. 
6. Cost Effective Measures: Below even the very low regional average in all aspects. 
7. Safe Parking: Below regional average in all aspects. 
8. Capacity Building: Below regional average in all aspects. 

Overall Strengths:  Some aspects of Safety Audits     Weaknesses: Safety Engineering, BSM, Freight and Residential Areas, Cost Effective Measures, Safe Parking, Capacity Building                
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Comments on Uzbekistan charts: Safer Vehicles + Standards 

1. Technical Inspections: Below regional average in 5 aspects but above average in delivering “Defective Vehicles” 

2. International Safety Regulations: Below regional average in legal basis and imported vehicles meeting safety standards  but above average on one aspect  

3. Transport of dangerous goods: Similar to regional average in 2 aspects but above average in “Emergency Services” 

Overall Strengths: None     Weaknesses: Technical inspections  

  

  

                 
                                  3.1. Technical inspections 

       

                                   
                     3.2. Internal safety regulations applied 
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                  4.1-7. Impact indicators (legislation in place for) 

 

                                      4.8. Public awareness 

 
                              4.9. Effective traffic policing 

 

                                 4.10. Internal safety policies 

 

 

Comments on Uzbekistan charts: Safer Road Users 

1. Overview: Similar to regional average on 2 aspects but 
below average in policing and internal policies. 
2. Impact Indicators (legislation in place for): Below 
regional average in all aspects except “Child Restraints”. 
3. Public Awareness: Similar to regional average in 3 
aspects but below average in “Media Campaigns”. 
4. Effective Traffic Policing: Below regional average in all 
aspects. 
5. Internal Safety Policies: Below even the very low 
regional average. 

Overall Strengths: None     Weaknesses: Traffic Policing, 
Internal Safety Policies. 
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                                5.1. Pre-hospital care 

 

                           5.2. Hospital trauma care 

 
                               5.3.  Rehabilitation 

 

                             5.4.  Fair settlements  

 
 

                       5.5.  Single emergency number 

 

  

  

  

Comments on Uzbekistan charts: Emergency Medical Care 

1. EMS: Below regional average on all aspects. 
2. Pre-Hospital Care: Below regional average in 2 aspects and above average on 3 aspects especially First Aid to Crush Victims. 
3. Hospital Trauma Care: Below regional average in all aspects except number of hospitals supporting EMS. 
4. Rehabilitation: Below even the very low regional averages in all aspects. 
5. Fair Settlements: Similar and slightly above regional average in all 4 aspects. 
6. Single emergency number: Far below regional average in all aspects. 

Overall Strengths: None     Weaknesses: Rehabilitation, Single Emergency Number. 
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                              6.1. Govt/CSO partnerships 

 

                             6.2. Schools traffic education 

     
                           6.3. Driver rectification course 

 

                        6.4. Good behaviour rewards 

 

 
 

 
Comments on Uzbekistan charts: Changing 
Attitudes 

1. Changing Attitudes: Below regional average in all 
aspects. 
2. Govt/CSO Partnerships: Far below regional 
average in all aspects. 
3. Schools traffic education: Below even the very 
low regional average in all aspects. 
4. Driver rectification courses: Below even the very 
low regional average in all aspects. 
5. Good behaviour rewards: Below even the very 
low regional  average in all aspects. 

Overall Strengths: None     Weaknesses: All aspects 
of Changing Attitudes 
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